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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is: (1) to present information about the 
CHIC-KIN computer code, used for modeling PWR fuel-element transients, 
(2) to discuss its application at YAEC, (3) to present and discuss criteria 
pertinent to those transients analyzed with CHIC-KIN, and (4) to document 
the results of a comparative study illustrating the effects of certain 
YAEC modifications to the original version of the code.  

The solution of the heat conduction equations in CHIC-KIN was modified 
so that thermal properties of the fuel and clad are properly allowed to 
vary as functions of temperature. The MATPRO system of computer subroutines 
is used for this purpose. In the original version of the code, thermal 
properties were specified by the user and held constant. Now, a more accurate 
solution for fuel pin temperature and surface heat flux distributions is 
obtained. It is no longer necessary to make a priori assumptions of fuel 
pin temperatures for purposes of specifying thermal property values.  

Routine manual calculations previously necessary for determining certain 
input parameters are now automated in CHIC-KIN. These modifications will 
increase user efficiency, promote consistency of results, and facilitate 
parametric studies. They include (1) computation of UO2 enthalpy, (2) radial 
dimension nodalization, and (3) calculations of "lumped node" thermal 
property values.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Statement of Purpose 

This report presents a description of the CHIC-KIN computer code and 

discusses modifications made to increase the utility of the code at YAEC.  

The methods used for CHIC-KIN transient analysis of fuel-pin transients 

are discussed. Also, in order to put into perspective the features of the 

code and its application by YAEC, the pertinent Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

thermal criteria for rod ejection and loss of flow accidents are presented.  

Previous YAEC reports are referenced to direct the reader/user to previous 

CHIC-KIN analyses and documentation. The appendices contain user-related 

information and the revised input description for the YAEC version of CHIC

KIN.  

The purpose of this report is, thus, to present information about the CHIC

KIN code, to discuss its application at YAEC, to present the NRC criteria 

pertinent to transients analyzed with CHIC-KIN, and to document the results 

of a comparative study that illustrates the effect of YAEC modifications 

to CHIC-KIN.  

Statement of Contents 

In Reference 1 (1976), YAEC "benchmarked" a CHIC-KIN model for the Maine 

Yankee plant for use in reload-core licensing calculations. The suitability 

of this model for Maine Yankee applications was verified by direct comparison 

to the FSAR analyses with CHIC-KIN performed by the NSSS-vendor, Combustion 

Engineering, Inc. This comparison supported the conclusions that the YAEC 

CHIC-KIN model (1) was successful in its duplication of Combustion
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Engineering FSAR analyses, and (2) could be used conservatively for PWR 

licensing calculations of specific transients. Furthermore, YAEC application 

of the CHIC-KIN code (Reference 1) was reviewed by the NRC (Reference 23) 

and was deemed acceptable for the analysis of Maine Yankee fuel-element 

transients. Section II of this report discusses the current YAEC methodology 

for fuel-pin modeling and transient analysis using the CHIC-KIN code.  

Section III contains a summary description of the code, including its major 

features, modeling assumptions and limitations.  

In order to improve the accuracy of the CHIC-KIN code and to facilitate 

its application to licensing analyses, YAEC has modified the code in two 

ways. First, the numerical solution of the general heat conduction was 

changed by providing thermal properties that vary explicitly with fuel pin 

temperatures rather than assuming them to be constant. The MATPRO system 

of computer subroutines for calculating material thermal properties, TREE

NUREG-1180 (Reference 20), was chosen for this modification. Since fuel 

pin thermal properties (e.g., conductivity, thermal expansion and specific 

heat capacity) are decidedly non-linear, a more valid distribution of 

temperatures and surface heat fluxes is now possible. This modification 

affects CHIC-KIN results only by eliminating the need to assume constant 

thermal properties, leaving unchanged the governing equations and solution 

schemes used in the original version. The second type of modification is 

the automation of calculations that were routinely performed when using 

CHIC-KIN and were discussed in Reference 1. These include: (1) computations 

of U02 enthalpy, (2) radial-dimension nodalization calculations, and (3) 

calculations of "lumped node" thermal properties. The purposes for 

automating these calculations in CHIC-KIN are to facilitate parametric
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studies, to increase user efficiency, and to promote consistency of results.  

These modifications and other editorial features are presented and discussed 

in Section IV.  

Section V contains verification of the validity of thermal properties 

incorporated within CHIC-KIN's heat conduction algorithm. In addition, 

a comparison is presented between CHIC-KIN analyses of the Maine Yankee 

Cycle 5 full-power rod ejection using the original version (constant thermal 

properties) and the YAEC modified version (variable thermal properties).  

Results demonstrate that fuel-pin temperatures and stored energy are 

overpredicted when thermal properties are held constant at values chosen 

for conservatism. The comparison illustrates the effects of permitting 

material thermal properties to vary with temperature during a reactivity 

addition accident.
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II. PWR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS AND FUEL ROD MODELING USING CHIC-KIN 

II.A Background 

The CHIC-KIN code is currently used by YAEC to analyze selected PWR 

transients. CHIC-KIN was released in 1965 by the Bettis Atomic Power 

Laboratory (Reference 2). It was created by incorporating the point reactor 

kinetics equations into the CHIC-3 thermal-hydraulics code. Hence, the 

name CHIC-KIN was chosen. The code is a simple one-dimensional model of 

an individual fuel element surrounded by coolant water that flows within 

a single-pass channel. Figures II-1 and 11-2 illustrate this model and 

a block-diagram of the code. The code may be transient-forced by specifying 

time variations for one or more of the following variables: reactivity, 

coolant inlet enthalpy, coolant mass flux, channel pressure drop, and system 

pressure.  

II.B Applications of CHIC-KIN at YAEC 

II.B.1 Specific Transients 

Applications of the CHIC-KIN code for PWR licensing analysis are restricted 

to transients that may be evaluated without considering system effects 

external to the fuel element and coolant channel. No other primary or 

secondary reactor plant components are represented in the code. A CHIC

KIN analysis is valid only if the limiting condition of the simulated 

transient occurs in less than one primary loop transport time period.  

Otherwise, a closed-loop code is required for incorporating core thermal

hydraulic performance aspects that result from interactions with other 

primary and secondary loop components. Thus, CHIC-KIN must be restricted
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to accidents for which the boundary conditions of channel inlet mass flux 

and coolant enthalpy may be adequately predetermined and specified as input 

variables. CHIC-KIN may be coupled to other primary system codes that supply 

these boundary conditions.  

The transport times for a round-trip in the primary coolant loops of the 

Maine Yankee (MY) and Yankee Rowe (YR) plants may be determined from FSAR 

data (References 3 and 4, respectively). The transport times for Maine 

Yankee and Yankee Rowe (= loop water mass/mass flow rate) are approximately 

12 and 15 seconds, respectively. Therefore, the accidents chosen for CHIC

KIN calculations are as follows: (1) single control rod ejection, (2) loss 

of forced reactor coolant flow (flow coastdown), and (3) reactor coolant 

pump rotor seizure or shaft break (sudden flow stoppage). These accidents 

typically result in a limiting thermal condition within a few seconds of 

initiation and are suited to the purpose for which the CHIC-KIN code was 

developed. Similar modeling procedures may be applied to analyze these 

transients, although their forcing functions differ in kind and the methods 

applicable to determining fuel performance characteristics are also 

different.  

II.B.2 ANSI Classification of Specific Transients Analyzed with CHIC-KIN 

The American National Standards Institute publication, ANSI N18.2, 

categorizes incidents in PWR's according to their anticipated frequencies 

of occurrence and their consequences. The four types of ANSI categories 

of incidents are as follows:
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1. Condition I:

2. Condition II: Incidents of Moderate Frequency 

3. Condition III: Infrequent Incidents 

4. Condition IV: Limiting Faults 

The expected frequency of occurrence of incidents is characterized as 

follows: 

1. Condition I: Frequent or regular occurrences during normal operation 

2. Condition II: Once per year 

3. Condition III: Once per plant lifetime 

4. Condition IV: Not expected to occur, but postulated because of their 

potential for radiation releases 

In accord with ANSI N18.2, the accidents analyzed with the CHIC-KIN code 

are included in Conditions II, III, and IV. The "Conditions for Design" 

contained in Section 2.1 of ANSI N18.2 are implemented into the respective 

sections of the NRC Standard Review Plan series (SRP) for each accident 

under "acceptance criteria". The ANSI N18.2 (1973) design requirements, 

expected frequency of occurrence, and the respective accident categories 

of the rod-ejection, loss-of-flow, and seized rotor/shaft break are presented 

in Appendix 1. In practice, the CHIC-KIN code is used by YAEC to demonstrate 

compliance with the ANSI requirements for these accidents. Specific thermal 

criteria for each accident are suggested by the NRC in the SRP series and 

are acceptable for complying with the ANSI requirements. These NRC

-6-
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acceptance criteria are presented and discussed for each accident in specific 

detail in Section II.C.  

II.C Thermal Criteria for Accidents Analyzed with CHIC-KIN 

II.C.1 NRC - General Criteria 

Regulations contained in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 

50 (1OCFR50, Reference 5) require that analyses of fuel element transient 

behavior be included in all safety analysis reports and core reload licensing 

submittals. These regulations are promulgated and enforced by the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC). The acceptability of fuel behavior following 

postulated accidents is based on meeting the radiological release limits 

defined in 10CFR20, 1OCFR50 - Appendix I, and 10CFROO. Sources of 

radioactivity releases from fuel that might be damaged during a severe 

transient are inferred from results of transient fuel element analysis and 

are based upon assumptions of failure mechanisms. Occurrences of fuel 

failures are inferred by using one or more of the following criteria, 

depending upon the accident in question: 

1. peak cladding temperature, 

2. maximum cladding oxidation, 

3. maximum hydrogen generation, 

4. minimum DNB ratio, and 

5. fuel volume-averaged enthalpy content.  

Detailed fuel behavior criteria are defined in 1OCFR50 only for postulated
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loss-of-coolant accidents. They are contained in 10CFR50.46 and include 

a macimum clad temperature of 2200
0F, maximum clad oxidation of 0.17 times 

initial clad thickness, and maximum hydrogen generation equal to 0.01 times 

the hypothetical maximum.  

The criteria applied to CHIC-KIN results for the rod ejection, loss-of-flow, 

and reactor coolant pump seized rotor/shaft break accidents, however, are 

not explicitly set forth in 10CFR50. Guidelines for ascertaining whether 

fuel behavior during these transients is acceptable are suggested by the 

NRC in publications other than 10CFR50. Analyses and models for licensing 

applications are generally considered acceptable if they reasonably meet 

these guidelines. Detailed, but informal and nonmandatory guidelines for 

accident analysis are found in the following sources: (1) the NRC Regulatory 

Guide Series, Division 1 - Power Reactors, issued by the Directorate of 

Regulatory Standards and (2) the Standard Review Plan Series (SRP), NUREG

75/087, issued by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.  

The sections of the SRP series corresponding to the rod ejection, loss-of

flow, and reactor coolant pump seized rotor/shaft break accidents are 

Sections 15.4.8, 15.3.1-15.3.2, and 15.3.3-15.3.4, respectively. These 

sections in their currently revised forms are attached for reference in 

Appendix 2 and should be referred to when performing licensing calculations 

with the CHIC-KIN code. The SRP sections are subject to changes in NRC 

regulations, so the most current version of each section cited above should 

be consulted.  

No NRC Regulatory Guides have been issued to date that provide NRC guidelines 

for analyzing loss-of-flow and seized rotor/shaft break accidents. However,
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Regulatory Guide 1.77, "Assumptions Used for Evaluating A Control Rod 

Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors", was issued in 1974 

concerning methods for analysis of rod-ejection accidents, and provides 

NRC guidance in addition to Section 15.4.8 of the SRP. Regulatory Guide 

1.77, in its current form, is also attached in Appendix 2. It is also 

subject to revision, so a check should be made for any changes before 

referring to its contents.  

II.C.2 YAEC - Specific Criteria 

The specific criterion applied by YAEC to those accidents analyzed with 

the CHIC-KIN code, namely, rod-ejection, loss-of-flow, and reactor coolant 

pump seized rotor/shaft break, are consistent with the general criteria 

of the applicable SRP sections cited above and Regulatory Guide 1.77.  

Currently, the criteria applied to these accidents is illustrated by the 

most recent licensing calculations performed for Cycle 5 of the Maine Yankee 

Plant (Reference 6). The two criteria emphasized in this and other previous 

calculations for both the Maine Yankee (MY) and Yankee Rowe (YR) plants 

are: (1) minimum-DNB-ratio (MDNBR) and (2) maximum fuel enthalpy content.  

Either criterion has been used in conjunction with a core census of rod 

and channel powers to determine the fraction of fuel that exceeds the 

applicable limits derived from DNBR or fuel enthalpy content. This result 

may be used to compute off-site population dose consequences, in accordance 

with 10CFR100 regulations.  

DNB Criterion 

Calculations of DNBR currently are made using COBRA-III-C models for Maine 

Yankee and Yankee Rowe plants (References 7 and 8). The MDNBR acceptance
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limit for the Westinghouse W-3 correlation is 1.30, specified in the SRP, 

Section 4.4, "Thermal-Hydraulic Design", (Reference 9). The basis for this 

MDNBR, as stated therein is "there should be a 95% probability, at the 95% 

confidence level, that no fuel rod in the core experiences a departure from 

nucleate boiling condition during normal operation or during transients 

that are anticipated to occur with moderate frequency". A DNBR of no less 

than 1.30 is a specified acceptable fuel design limit (SAFDL) that complies 

with General Design Criterion 10 of 10CFR50, which applies to "anticipated 

operational occurrences". SRP Section 15.3.1-2 stipulates that this SAFDL 

must be met for loss-of-flow accidents due to normal pump trips (i.e., not 

serious mechanical malfunctions like seized rotor/shaft break), and describes 

this accident as a moderate frequency event.  

Reactor coolant pump seized rotor/shaft break accidents are classified in 

SRP Section 15.3.3-4 as infrequent accidents. Accordingly, MDNBR's less 

than 1.30 (W-3 correlation) are permitted, but fuel pin failures are assumed 

at core locations where these violations of the MDNBR criterion occurs.  

Specifically, for loss of pumping power and for seized rotor/shaft break 

accidents, CHIC-KIN results for hot-channel values of coolant mass flux 

and peak pin surface heat flux are provided as input to a COBRA subchannel 

model. A calculation of subchannel DNBR's is performed and the MDNBR is 

determined corresponding to the maximum radial-relative nuclear peaking 

factor, FNy. (Reference 10, the MONGOOSE Code Description, page 4, discusses 

nuclear peaking factors used in YAEC calculations.) The peaking factor 

is varied from its design value and the CHIC-KIN/COBRA analysis is repeated 

until a MDNBR of 1.3 is obtained. Using a pin-by-pin census of peaking 

factors for the selected core power distribution, the number of pins
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experiencing DNBR's of less than 1.3 may be determined. These pins are 

assumed to have "failed" and their gap radioactivity is assumed to enter 

the primary coolant water. This type of calculation is illustrated most 

recently in Reference 6 for the Maine Yankee Cycle 5 reload analysis. In 

that calculation, the MDNBR for a complete loss of pumping power/flow 

coastdown was 1.53 for the ENC-type fuel and 1.54 for the CE-type fuel.  

The Maine Yankee Cycle 5 MDNBR calculated for a reactor coolant pump seized 

rotor was 0.91, corresponding to a condition of assumed cladding failure 

of 7.2% of all fuel pins. These results illustrate the conclusions drawn 

from use of the CHIC-KIN/COBRA codes for licensing analysis.  

Fuel Enthalpy Criteria 

The integrated energy deposition within a fuel pin during a limiting-fault 

reactivity addition accident such as a rod-ejection is characterized in 

units of enthalpy, typically in units of cal/gm-fuel. Currently, fuel 

enthalpy criteria are used by YAEC to indicate various degrees of fuel pin 

damage that may occur during a rod-ejection accident. These criteria are 

identical to those adopted by Combustion Engineering for preparation of 

the Maine Yankee Final Safety Analysis Report (Reference 3, p. 14-54) and 

the most recent Yankee Rowe analysis (Reference 24). These fuel pin enthalpy 

limits are presented below: 

Failure Mode Basis Enthalpy Criteria 

Clad Damage Radial-average at 200 cal/gm 

axial hot spot 

Incipient Melting Axial hot spot 250 cal/gm 

Fully Molten Axial hot spot 310 cal/gm
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YAEC assumes that any fuel pin in which the radial-average enthalpy at the 

axial hot spot exceeds 200 cal/gm will release all of its gap activity (i.e., 

"fail"). In comparison to YAEC criteria, the fuel failure guidelines for 

rod ejection accidents set forth by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.77 are 

less conservative; the NRC clad damage threshold is 280 cal/gm radial-average 

enthalpy. This NRC criterion of 280 cal/gm is also set forth in Section 

15.4.8 of the SRP.  

The number of fuel rods experiencing clad failure is calculated by YAEC 

based upon the correspondence between the pin-wise 2-D nuclear peaking 

factor, FN and the radial-average fuel enthalpy. This method of 

determining the number of failures is permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.77 

(p. 1.77-4, para. 14), however, both Regulatory Guide 1.77 and Section 15.4.8 

of the SRP also suggest the use of DNBR to determine clad failures. Most 

recently, Reference 11 reported that the radial-average enthalpy for the 

Maine Yankee Cycle 5 rod-ejection accident was less than 280 cal/gm and 

no clad failures were predicted based upon NRC criteria.  

In Reference 12, an EPRI-funded project report written by Combustion 

Engineering Co., a comparison was made of the criteria for rod ejection 

accidents used by three vendors of PWR's: Combustion Engineering, 

Westinghouse, and Babcock and Wilcox. Noticeably, DNBR values and cladding 

temperatures are used by these vendors in conjunction with a fuel enthalpy 

limit. The current fuel pin failure criteria used, which is based upon 

peak radial-average enthalpy, varies for these vendors as follows: 210 cal/gm 

B&W, 200/225 cal/gm for irradiated/unirradiated fuel - W, and 250 cal/gm - CE.
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The YAEC radial-average enthalpy criterion of 200 cal/gm is a relatively 

conservative value compared to values currently used by vendors and to the 

NRC cladding-failure threshold of 280 cal/gm. According to a report by 

EG&G, Reference 13 (1980), the NRC criterion in Regulatory Guide 1.77 is 

based on experimental data obtained prior to 1974 from the behavior of single 

or small clusters of fuel rods tested under near-room temperature and near

atmospheric pressure conditions with no forced coolant flow and at zero 

initial power; only a few tests were made with irradiated rods. More recent 

data from fuel behavior experiment was sponsored by the NRC in the Power 

Burst Facility (PBF) reactor at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.  

Results of these tests on unirradiated rods indicated that failures occurred 

for radial-average enthalpies of 250, 260, and 285 cal/gm. The test of 

a previously irradiated rod at 285 cal/gm induced molten fuel swelling due 

to the extensive fission product inventory. A tentative conclusion from 

these tests (Reference 13) was that the 280 cal/gm radial-average peak fuel 

enthalpy NRC limit may not be as conservative as previously thought.  

II.D YAEC Methodology for CHIC-KIN Fuel Rod Modeling 

II.D.1 General 

Reload-core licensing submittals are reviewed by the NRC to ensure that 

values of certain parameters are within expected ranges for the type of 

transient under study. In particular, for those accidents for which CHIC

KIN analysis is appropriate, fuel rod parameters such as peak clad 

temperature, peak fuel temperature, and coolant channel heat flux are 

reviewed by the NRC staff. Both average channel and hot channel heat fluxes 

are mentioned as "pertinent system parameters" in the SRP sections
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corresponding to these transients. Accordingly, YAEC employs the CHIC-KIN 

code in a two-step procedure that determines thermal-hydraulic performance 

of both an average channel and a hot channel within the core. Where the 

appropriate acceptance criteria may be satisfied with results 
for peak radial

average enthalpy in the fuel (rod-ejection accident), no further subchannel 

DNB analysis is performed. When MDNBR results are required to determine 

transient fuel rod performance (loss-of-flow and seized rotor/shaft break 

accidents), the CHIC-KIN hot channel heat fluxes are furnished along with 

the hot channel mass fluxes to a subchannel DNB analysis code such as COBRA

III-C. In this section, the basic application of CHIC-KIN modeling 

capabilities to fuel transients is discussed. A more detailed description 

of the specific features of the code is presented in Section III. The 

descriptions given for these accidents are similar to those found in the 

Maine Yankee FSAR.  

The average-channel and hot-channel CHIC-KIN models run for any transient 

are executed sequentially. Each type of model is distinguished from the 

other in the following respects: (1) the method used to characterize the 

heat generation rate within the fuel rod (e.g., point kinetics-forced or 

power table-forced), and (2) the method of specifying boundary conditions 

for channel flow rates (e.g., inlet mass flux-forced or channelA P-forced).  

II.D.2 CHIC-KIN Analysis of Rod-Ejection Accidents 

II.D.2a Accident Description 

The postulated mechanism for a control rod-ejection accident is a mechanical 

failure of the control rod mechanism housing. Rod-ejections are considered 

to be limiting fault events by ANSI N18.2. The consequence of this presumed
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occurrence is complete ejection of the affected control rod to its fully 

withdrawn position. Due to the sudden insertion of the positive reactivity 

worth of the ejected rod, a rapid increase in core power results. During 

the transient, resonant absorption of fission neutrons by U2 3 8 nuclei 

increases to add a negative reactivity component from this Doppler feedback 

effect. The rate of increase in core power is established by the competing 

contributions to core reactivity due to the ejected rod worth and Doppler 

feedback. Ultimately, the overpower condition is terminated by a reactor 

scram due to an excessive level of indicated power. Once the overpower 

trip signal occurs, the shutdown control rod banks are inserted and core 

thermal power is reduced to decay heat levels.  

II.D.2b Assumed Initial Operating Conditions 

Regulatory Guide 1.77 (see Appendix 2) states that the assumed initial 

reactor states for the analysis of rod-ejection actions should include the 

following, at a minimum: 

Initial Power Level Cycle Burnup 

Zero Power (hot standby) BOL and EOL 

Low Power BOL and EOL 

Full Power BOL and EOL 

II.D.2c YAEC Methodology for Rod-Ejection Analysis 

The method used for analyzing rod-ejection transients with CHIC-KIN is 

derived from the "synthesis method" developed by Combustion Engineering 

Company (Reference 14) and used in the original Maine Yankee plant licensing 

calculations. This CE methodology is summarized in the Maine Yankee FSAR,
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Chaptet 14 - Safety Analysis. The synthesis method permits use of the point 

kinetics formulation used in CHIC-KIN and other similar codes, for a 

conservative solution of peak power levels, fuel temperatures and maximum 

stored energy during the transient. Various methods of analyzing rod

ejections may be employed, depending upon what assumptions are made 

concerning neutron flux distributions and Doppler feedback effects. Since 

the point kinetics equations yield only a time-varying amplitude function 

that is not spatially dependent, i.e., core average power level, they must 

be supplemented by assuming something about the spatial distributions of 

neutron flux and of Doppler reactivity feedback.  

Reference 15 compares five different point kinetics schemes, used to analyze 

an asymmetric rod-ejection accident in terms of the time variations of total 

core power and peak fuel temperatures. The results from these point kinetics 

calculations were compared to a space-time finite difference solution for 

which the temperature and feedback calculations were identical to those 

used in the point kinetics solutions. The computer code used for the space

time calculations in these comparisons was WIGL2. In this comparison, of 

the five point kinetics schemes chosen, the most conservative method for 

calculating core power and fuel temperatures is the method currently used 

by YAEC. This method is summarized in the following paragraphs: 

(1) "Average" Channel CHIC-KIN Calculation 

A CHIC-KIN calculation is performed using core-average 

parameters. The channel flow rate is specified rather 
thandP-forced and corresponds to the design core inlet 

mass flux, usually obtained from plant data. Point reactor 

kinetics equations, with a reactor scram on overpower trip, 
are used to determine the time rate-of-change of neutron 
flux. Together with the assumption that the axial and 

radial power distributions are spatially uniform, this 
yields the variation of core average power with time at
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any point in the reactor. Doppler feedback is allowed, 
but a conservatively low value of the Doppler coefficient 
including an uncertainty is used. The useful result of this 

average-channel calculation is a table of core average power 

versus time that is used to force the generation of heat in 

the hot-channel CHIC-KIN model.  

(2) "Hot" Channel CHIC-KIN Calculation 

The point kinetics calculation is not used. Rather, the 

volumetric heat generation rates at nodal points within 

the fuel pin model are specified as a function of time 

using (1) a forcing table of core-average power versus 
time, (2) a radal-relative nuclear peaking factor 

(multiplier), FXY, to account for the radial power shift 

into the location of the ejected rod, and (3) an axial 
power shape that is equivalent to the design axial power 

distribution, which for purposes of conservatism is not 
depressed by the legimitate compensating effect of increased 

local Doppler feedback. The mass flow rate in the hot channel 

is&P-forced, rather than specified as a function of time, to 

permit variations in channel mass flux due to fluid density changes 

during the transient. The useful results of the hot-channel 

calculations are: (1) pin temperatures, (2) cladding surface 

heat fluxes, and (3) fuel pin stored energy in terms of UO2 
enthalpy.  

Two- and three-dimensional space-time kinetics methods have been used by 

Combustion Engineering Company to more accurately calculate the local power 

and local Doppler feedback effects during rod-ejection accidents. In the 

synthesis method using point kinetics, the effective three - dimensional 

peaking factor is the product of the radial-relative peaking factor and 

the axial power shape. During the rod-ejection transient, the radial peaking 

factor is increased from its steady-state value to a post-ejected static 

value that ignores the benefit of increased Doppler feedback. Using a 

three-dimensional space-time kinetics code that incorporates the local effects 

of Doppler feedback, HERMITE, the synthesis method used at YAEC was shown to be a
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conservative approach for calculating the hot-channel power response 

(Reference 14, p. 5-2).  

One approach to reducing the conservatism in the point kinetics method was 

used by Combustion Engineering in preparing the rod-ejection analysis for 

the Maine Yankee FSAR, Section 14.13. A ratio of the "true" radial peaking 

factor from space-time kinetics to the larger, static post-ejection peaking 

factor from point kinetics was formed as a function of the reactivity worth 

of the ejected rod. This reduction factor was applied to the core average 

power response used in the hot channel calculation. The YAEC approach to 

rod-ejection analysis does not apply such a factor to normalize the 

conservatism in the point kinetics synthesis method. However, three

dimensional space-time kinetics calculations at YAEC are being pursued, 

using the QUANDRY code to analyze rod-ejections.  

II.D.3 CHIC-KIN Analysis of Loss of Forced Coolant Flow and Reactor Coolant 

Pump Seized Rotor/Shaft Break Accidents 

II.D.3a Accident Descriptions 

A decrease in core coolant flow during plant operation results in a reduction 

in energy removal from the core. This may occur because of a loss of 

electrical power, from pump mechanical failures such as seized rotors or 

shaft breaks, or from closure of a primary loop isolation valve. The NRC 

Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.3.1-15.3.2 (1975 version), classifies 

both partial and complete losses of flow due to pump trips as moderate 

frequency events, and losses of flow due to seized rotor or shaft break 

are classified in Sections 15.3.3-15.3.4 as infrequent transients. A 

simultaneous mechanical failure of either two or more pumps or isolation
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valves is not considered credible for the Maine Yankee plant, FSAR Section 

14.6. The most recent analyses of loss-of-flow transients for the Yankee 

Rowe and Maine Yankee plants are Reference 16 and Reference 17, respectively, 

for Yankee Rowe Core XI and Maine Yankee Cycle 5. The differences in these 

accidents for each plant (i.e., Yankee Rowe is a four-loop plant, Maine 

Yankee is a three-loop plant) are discussed in the FSAR's: Sections 15.2.7 

and 15.3.1 for Yankee Rowe and Section 14.6 for Maine Yankee.  

II.D.3b Assumed Initial Operating Conditions 

The initial reactor power level is assumed to be at rated output 

corresponding to the number of operating loops assumed, plus measurement 

uncertainty of 2%. Core burnup is selected to be a value that yields a 

limiting combination of moderator temperature coefficient, void coefficient, 

Doppler coefficient, axial power profile, and radial power distribution.  

II.D.3c YAEC Methodology for Loss of Flow and Seized Rotor/Shaft Break 

Analysis 

The CHIC-KIN single-channel code is used in conjunction with the COBRA 

subchannel code to determine the MDNBR. Excepting the treatment of radial 

peaking factors and Doppler feedback, which is peculiar to the rod-ejection 

accident, the CHIC-KIN code is used for loss-of-flow analysis in a manner 

similar to that described in Section II.D.2c of this report. The difference 

is that for loss-of-flow accidents, the CHIC-KIN forcing function is a table 

of channel mass flux versus time, usually obtained from plant data. 
The 

ultimate objective of the analysis is to calculate MDNBR and, in the case 

of limiting fault accidents, the fraction of fuel in which cladding failure 

occurs. Typically, the method of analysis involves four steps.
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(1) Transient Flow Response

The flow coastdown transient is determined for the core 
by using either a computer code solution of mass and 
momentum conservation consistent with pump operating 
characteristics (such as RETRAN) or, more typically, by 
using actual plant data. In cases of isolation valve 
closure, an additional resistance is included. In the 

case of mechanical failures such as seized rotor/shaft 
break, the reduction in flow due to loss of a single pump 
is usually assumed as a step-change.  

(2) "Average" Channel CHIC-KIN Calculation 

The core flow rate is used as a forcing function for CHIC
KIN in the point kinetics-forced mode. Conservative values 

of moderator and Doppler reactivity coefficients are used 
to reduce any feedback to a minimum. Uniform radial and 
axial power distributions are assumed, so the resulting 

power response represents a core average value. A reactor 
trip using conservative instrument delay times and scram 
worth is usually based on the flow rate corresponding to 

theAP across the steam generator from primary inlet to 
outlet. A constant channel inlet enthalpy is assumed, 
corresponding to the maximum allowed core average 
temperature with uncertainties. The core average power 

response is subsequently used in a hot-channel CHIC-KIN 
calculation.  

(3) "Hot" Channel CHIC-KIN Calculation 

The channel mass flux in this case is forced with the core
averaged&P, rather than being specified. Heat generation 
in the fuel pin is driven by a table of normalized core
average power versus time. A nonuniform design aAial power 

shape together with a radial-relative nuclear peaking factor 
are specified as multipliers on the core-average power 
to construct the source terms for volumetric heat generation 
within the fuel pin on a node-by-node basis. The peak 
axial heat flux versus time is normalized to the initial 
peak heat flux value, and this normalized hot-spot heat 

flux is used as a multiplier on the steady-state core
average heat flux. In this manner, the peak heat flux 
from CHIC-KIN calculations is used to construct the input 

function to COBRA for DNB calculations.  

(4) COBRA Calculation of DNBR's 

COBRA calculations of DNBR are made for loss-of-flow and 
seized rotor/shaft break accidents. Typically, a flow 
coastdown due to pump trips is a much less severe accident 
than the sudden flow stoppage accompanying a mechanical
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malfunction. For example, Reference 11 reported for Maine 
Yankee Cycle 5 core conditions that the MDNBR was 1.53 

for a complete loss of pumps, but was 0.91 for the seized 

rotor (corresponding to cladding failure of -7% of the 

fuel pins in the core). If the MDNBR is calculated at 

less than 1.30, the radial relative nuclear peaking factor 

used in the CHIC-KIN hot channel calculation is varied 

and a new forcing function of peak heat flux versus time 

is generated for input to a subsequent COBRA run to 

determine the corresponding MDNBR. By using iterative 

CHIC-KIN/COBRA calculations, the radial peaking factor 

that corresponds to an MDNBR of 1.30 is determined. A 

pin census is then used to determine the fraction of fuel 

pins that experience cladding failure.  

The methodology of varying the radial nuclear peaking factor described above 

is used as a substitute for calculations of fuel performance under conditions 

of post-DNB heat transfer.  
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I 
III. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE ORIGINAL VERSION OF CHIC-KIN 

The description of the CHIC-KIN code in its original form is contained in 
Reference 2. Features of the code are presented in a summary fashion in 
this section as a preface to the Section IV discussion of modifications 

made by YAEC to the original code version.  

III.A Physical Features 

The CHIC-KIN code described in Reference 2 includes the following features: 

I 
I. A point kinetics neutronics model with provision for up to seven delayed 

neutron precursor groups; 

2. A reactivity feedback model that includes effects of moderator 

temperature and density variations, fuel element expansion, and Doppler 

broadening of U238 cross sections; 

3. A two-dimensional neutron flux shape; 

4. A finite-difference model of heat conduction including fuel, gap, and 

cladding regions; 

I 
5. A spatial representation of a single fuel element in either rectangular 

or cylindrical geometry that permits up to 200 lumped nodes; 

6. A one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic model of a single coolant channel 

surrounding the fuel element that uses a homogenous equilibrium 

representation of two-phase flow together with the momentum-integral 

model; 

7. Optional mass-flux forcing or channelZSP-forcing of the coolant mass 

velocity; 

I 
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8. Empirical representations for regions of the forced-convection-flow 

boiling curve that includes logic to determine heat transfer 

coefficients of the following regimes: 

- single-phase forced convection 

- nucleate boiling 

- transition boiling 

- film boiling 

9. An empirical correlation for subcooled nucleate boiling at the cladding 

surface to account for localized generation of voids in the channel.  

III.B Major Limitations 

III.B.1 Constant Thermal Properties Assumption 

A major simplification included in the original CHIC-KIN code was that fuel 

element thermal properties were held constant. This assumption facilitates 

the solution of the general heat conduction equation, but it ignores the 

definitely non-linear temperature dependencies of thermal conductivity, 

density, and specific heat capacity. In order to compensate for this basic 

simplification, further assumptions must be made; representative temperatures 

must be selected a priori in order to assign input values to these 

properties. Without accurate knowledge of the temperature distribution 

during the transient, however, the resulting solutions are merely 

approximations to a true solution. The usual manner of coping with this 

limitation in CHIC-KIN was to assume conservative values for these 

properties, selected to compel a more severe result than would otherwise 

be calculated. The two-step methodology used at YAEC for CHIC-KIN analysis
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ensured conservative results when property values were used to consistently 

maximize core energy release for rod-ejection accidents and peak cladding 

heat fluxes for loss of flow accidents. This was accomplished by minimizing 

the negative reactivity feedback during the "average-channel" calculation 

(point kinetics-forced; uniform power distribution) and by maximizing the 

deposition of energy within the fuel during a "hot-channel" calculation 

(power table-forced; non-uniform design power distributions).  

The consequences of this conservative approach to solving for the temperature 

response, in the case of constant properties, is that values for fuel 

enthalpy are overpredicted and MDNBR values are underpredicted. Also, the 

utility of the CHIC-KIN code is impaired for predicting the attainment of 

melting temperatures for either fuel or clad. The CHIC-KIN code was not 

intended to calculate temperatures beyond the melting point, but melting 

does occur at the hottest nodes in the fuel during the rod ejection and 

seized rotor/shaft break accidents. Since melting of fuel is permitted 

by NRC regulations for these accidents, a more general and accurate approach 

toward solving the heat conduction equation is desirable. YAEC has 

incorporated explicit temperature dependence for all material properties 

in order to eliminate (1) the need for judicious selection of material 

properties to ensure conservatism where these property values are only 

approximations, and (2) the need for assigning material property values 

for "average-channel" calculations that are different than those assigned 

for "hot-channel" calculations. The MATPRO-Version 10 system of subroutines 

was used that contains semi-empirical correlations to represent the 

temperature dependence of fuel and cladding thermal conductivities, 

densities, and specific heat capacities (TREE-NUREG-1180, February 1978).
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The HATPRO-10 material properties subroutines are further described in 

Section IV.  

III.B.2 Absence of Fuel Enthalpy Calculations 

The NRC guidelines for analyzing rod-ejection accidents were developed 

subsequent to the CHIC-KIN code and specify a limit for maximum radial

average enthalpy (currently, 280 cal/gm - U02). This calculation is 

performed by using the calculated temperature distribution to determine 

nodal enthalpy values that are weighted according to the fraction of the 

total fuel volume represented by each node, as described in Reference 1.  

Since the temperature distribution is changing during each transient 

analyzed, repeated calculations were necessary to determine the maximum 

radial-average enthalpy. Further repetitive calculations were required 

during parameter studies in which the radial-relative nuclear peaking factor, 

Ny was varied to determine the extent of core fuel pin failures.  

Since no provision was made in the original CHIC-KIN code, YAEC has 

incorporated an automatic calculation of this quantity. The Kerrisk-Clifton 

correlation was chosen, which is a polynomial representation of data from 

five different experimenters using one equation for temperatures to the 

melting point of U02 (Reference 18, 1972). Beyond the melting point, 

-5148 0F, enthalpy values from WREM are used (Reference 19, 1974). Inclusion 

of this new feature will significantly reduce the effort required to perform 

CHIC-KIN analysis of rod-ejection transients. In addition, parametric 

studies may now be easily performed that could lead to simpler determinations 

of fuel enthalpy values for each reload cycle. This calculation is further 

described in Section V.  
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III.B.3 Constant Gap Conductance Assumption

CHIC-KIN does not contain a parameter-dependent model of the thermal 

conductance of the fuel-cladding gap. It must be separately calculated, 

usually with the GAPEX computer code. The gap conductance is used to compute 

an equivalent value of thermal conductivity that corresponds to the 

temperature node that contains the gap. This equivalent thermal conductivity 

is calculated on a series thermal resistance basis, which is dependent upon 

the respective thickness of cladding, gap, and fuel in the 
subject node.  

When performing fuel element transient calculations, the selection of hgap 

will affect the heat conduction/heat storage response of the pin and will 

determine the relative importance of Doppler and moderator feedbacks. 
Since 

these parameters vary from fuel vendor to fuel vendor and change with reload 

cores, and also depend upon the number of radial nodes selected 
for the 

fuel pin model, this computation was automated within CHIC-KIN. This will 

reduce the manual computations formerly required for CHIC-KIN modeling and 

facilitate parameter studies for variations in gap conductance due to burnup.  

This computation is described in Section IV.B.  

III.B.4 Other Limitations 

Other major simplifications to the original CHIC-KIN code are: (1) absence 

of CHF-correlation (DNB heat flux is an input), (2) a homogeneous equilibrium 

two-phase flow model with no slip permitted between phases, 
(3) empirical 

relationships are used to describe full element friction factors and 

subcooled boiling, and (4) radiation heat transfer and axial conduction 

of heat are not modeled.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF CHIC-KIN MODIFICATIONS

IV.A Incorporation of MATPRO-10 Fuel and Cladding Thermal Properties 

.MATPRO-Version 10 (Reference 20) is a computer library of 39 subcodes that 

includes analytical models for calculating thirteen different material 

properties of LWR fuel. The models used for these properties range from: 

(a) a least-squares fit to available data using a polynomial or some other 

function having little or no pure theoretical basis to (b) a semi-empirical 

correlation employing an analytical expression suggested by theory with 

constants determined by comparison to data. This second approach is used 

whenever possible.  

Five material properties in CHIC-KIN have been made temperature-dependent 

that were not allowed to vary in the original version of the code. They 

are: U02 and zircaloy thermal conductivities and specific heat capacities 

and U02 thermal expansion (fuel density). In addition, other physical 

properties are calculated for use in determining these five material 

properties. Namely, they are the melting points and heats of fusion of 

U02 and zircaloy. For burnups less than 10,000 MWd/Mtu, the melting point 

used in MATPRO for unirradiated U02 is 3113
0K (5144 0F). The melting point 

decreases 320K (560F) per 10,000 MWd/Mtu burnup in excess of 10,000 MWd/Mtu.  

The zircaloy melting point used by MATPRO-Version 10 is 20980K (3317 0F).  

Burnup is an input parameter, as well as fuel conductivity integral, Pu02 

content, fraction of theoretical fuel density, fuel theoretical density, 

and zircaloy-4 density. The user is cautioned that fuel burnup variations 

only affect the melting point temperature of U02 and no other effects of 

fuel cracking, pellet shrinkage, etc., are modeled by CHIC-KIN. The MATPRO
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subroutines that calculate the five material properties now used by CHIC

KIN and other required physical property inputs are summarized in Table 

IV-1.  

The general heat conduction equation is cast in finite-difference form in 

CHIC-KIN. There are three variations of the finite difference expressions 

for the fuel element model shown in Figure IV-1. These variations describe 

the conservation of heat energy in the fuel at (1) the centerline node, 

(2) the outermost radial node, and (3) the interior nodes that are not 

adjacent to a node to which the zero-gradient symmetry condition is applied.  

The formulation of these expressions consistent with Figure IV-1 requires 

that thermal conductivity, k, be evaluated at points on the imaginary 

boundary or interface between adjacent nodes (called the "integer" mesh 

points"). All other quantities in the conduction equation are evaluated 

at the "half-integer" mesh points; namely, the quantities of temperature, 

density, specific heat capacity, and heat source. Accordingly, all 

conductivity values supplied by the MATPRO routines are evaluated at the 

arithmetic average temperature between adjacent nodes except for the clad 

surface conductivity, which is evaluated at the clad surface temperature.  

Although the radial temperature profile in a cylinder is known to be 

parabolic, the use of the simple mean temperature between adjacent nodes 

instead of a quadratic-average temperature is an approximation of second

order effect.  

An important aspect of this modification is that the form of the conduction 

equations originally coded into CHIC-KIN is unchanged. Fuel element and 

coolant total energy is still conserved, as it was prior to the modification, 

when material properties were invariant with temperature. This modification
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simply substitutes the proper, temperature-dependent material 
properties 

into the conduction equation solved for each node point to permit an accurate 

solution for the temperature distribution within the fuel pin. As in the 

original CHIC-KIN version, this solution is obtained using matrix algebra 

techniques. Finite different equations, formed to adhere to the boundary 

condition of zero gradient at the centerline and continuous heat flux at 

the surface, are constructed for all nodal points in the model. They are 

then grouped into a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. 
The 

coefficients of this set of equations forms a tri-diagonal matrix that is 

inverted directly by the Gaussian elimination method to yield the exact 

solution. Instead of requiring that the thermal properties be invariant 

during the transient, as before in CHIC-KIN, they are now obtained 
from 

MATPRO on a time-step-by-time-step basis. The temperatures found at each 

node point at a given calculational step are used by the MATPRO routines 

to determine a consistent set of thermal properties for use in the subsequent 

calculational step.  

In Section V, plots of the material thermal properties used in CHIC-KIN 

are presented as a function of temperature. They are compared for 

verification purposes to other sources of information used in previous CHIC

KIN analysis at YAEC. Also in Section V, a rod ejection accident analysis 

using constant thermal properties for Maine Yankee's Cycle 5 physics 

parameters is reanalyzed with CHIC-KIN using the MATPRO thermal 
properties 

which are explicit functions of temperature. This comparison verifies that 

the constant-property assumption may be used to achieve conservative results,
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although the variable-property method is known to be more accurate.  

Reference 21 discusses the importance of using variable thermal properties 

when solving the general heat conduction equation, concluding that where 

peak fuel temperature are limiting, the temperature dependence of material 

properties should be employed.  

IV.B Automation of Fuel-Pin-Modeling Calculations 

IV.B.l Radial-Dimension Nodalization 

The node points in the CHIC-KIN fuel-pin model are required to be 

equidistant, as shown in Figure IV-1. The maximum number of radial nodes 

allowed is 10 and the maximum number of axial nodes allowed is 20.  

Conduction of heat in the axial direction is neglected. Since the nodal 

points are equidistant, no separate radial node may be assigned to represent 

the clad or the cladding-fuel gap unless its width is an integer fraction 

of the total fuel-pin radius. This is seldom the case. Apparently, the 

outermost radial node width may be chosen to represent either the clad alone, 

the entire clad and some fraction of total gap width, the clad plus-the 

gap total widths, or both clad and gap plus some portion of the remaining 

fuel. As discussed below, however, there are constraints placed upon 

selecting the desired width of a radial node.  

The normal method of representing this node (called either a lumped, mixed 

or heterogeneous node) is to assign it an "equivalent" value for each thermal 

property. This equivalent thermal property consists of the appropriately

weighted contributions or components from each type of material it contains.  

In the case of thermal conductivity, "k" which is expressed per-unit-length 

or Btu/hr-ft-oF, the fractional width of each component of the mixed node
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is used to weight its respective contribution to the equivalent conductivity.  

In the case of the volumetric specific heat capacity, "oCp", which is 

expressed in Btu/hr-ft 3-OF, the fractional volume of each component is used 

to construct the equivalent property value for the mixed node (the axial 

cross section may also be used for weighting, since each node has the same 

axial height). Figure IV-2 presents the derivation of these mixed node 

thermal properties, k and oCp.  

However, the cladding-fuel gap conductance, hgap, is given in units of 

Btu/hr-ft 2 _OF. Since the development of the expression for the 

equivalent thermal conductivity in Figure IV-2 is based on a heat flux basis, 

Btu/ft 2 , no dimensional-weighting of hgap appears in the equivalent-k 

expression. The CHIC-KIN model of Figure IV-1 requires that the thermal 

conductivities be assigned to the midpoints between adjacent temperature 

nodes. Thus, the cladding-fuel gap must be contained wholly between adjacent 

temperature node points. This is to say that the gap may not "straddle" 

a temperature point, but must lie completely to the right or left. This 

requirement determines the maximum number of radial nodes (up to 10) that 

may be selected in a CHIC-KIN fuel-pin model. Prior to now, these modeling 

considerations required that hand calculations be performed for each 

different fuel-pin design used in reload-core analyses, i.e., Combustion 

Engineering Company (CE) or Exxon Nuclear Corporation (ENC). Furthermore, 

in order to calculate the effect of variations in hgap on transient fuel

pin performance a separate calculation was necessary.  

Consequently, the logic to determine the maximum number of radial nodes 

consistent with these CHIC-KIN modeling requirements has been added to the 

code. This will eliminate the need for manual calculations similar to those
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on Figure IV-2 and will facilitate parameter studies of the effect of fuel, 

gap, and cladding widths on fuel-pin transient performance.  

This logic scheme requires only that the total fuel-pin radius, the fuel 

meat radius, and the cladding thickness be specified. Gap thickness is 

taken as the difference between the total pin radius and the sum of fuel 

meat radius and clad thickness. This automated feature is not a substantive 

technical change to the original version of CHIC-KIN. It was incorporated 

by YAEC for purposes of user convenience and increased code utility.  

IV.B.2 "Equivalent" Thermal-Properties Calculations and Fuel Burnup 

As discussed above and as shown in Figure IV-2, the expressions for equivalent k 

and equivalent-PoCp for a mixed node have also been automated in CHIC-KIN.  

Gap conductance, hgap, is now an input parameter and is held constant during 

the transient when respective values of equivalent k andoCp are calculated 

for temperature variations of the various materials contained in a mixed 

node. Gap heat capacity is always assumed to be negligible. Studies of 

the effect of hgap variations with burnup are facilitated by this new feature 

of the code. The MATPRO physical properties of U02 melting point and heat 

of fusion are also functions of fuel burnup, which is also a new and required 

CHIC-KIN input parameter (expressed in Mw-sec/kg-U) as shown on Table IV-2.  

The effect of burnup on material properties as calculated by MATPRO is 

presented in Section V.  

IV.C Calculation of Steady-State Initial Temperature Distribution 

Previously in CHIC-KIN the steady-state temperature profile was determined 

exactly by using the matrix algebra technique described in Section IV.A.
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Since thermal properties were held constant, only one calculation was 

necessary. When thermal properties are allowed to vary with temperature, 

successive calculations are required to converge on the solution with some 

specified level of accuracy. An iterative scheme is now used to arrive 

at a steady-state temperature distribution that corresponds to a consistent 

set of thermal properties from MATPRO. The convergence criteria in OF is 

an input parameter that sets the maximum value of (Texact - Tactual) at 

each node point in the fuel-pin. This technique is similar to that described 

in El-Wakil's nuclear heat transport text (Reference 22).  

A uniform temperature of 600oF throughout the fuel-pin is initially assumed.  

The corresponding MATPRO properties used in the calculation may be verified 

at this step. Once the thermal properties for each node have been assigned, 

the first iterative calculation is performed. The resultant temperatures 

are used to determine MATPRO properties for the subsequent calculation and 

a numerically stable convergence loop computes the steady-state solution 

to satisfy a 1oF convergence criterion in usually 5 or 6 iterations.  

IV.D Automated Computation of Nodal Enthalpy of UO~Fuel 

Reasons for incorporating a fuel enthalpy calculation were discussed in 

Section III. Principally, the reason for this modification to CHIC-KIN 

is because the NRC guidelines for rod ejection accidents specify a value 

of radial-average enthalpy which, if exceeded, signifies cladding failure 

and release of fuel-pin gap radioactivity. Currently, this threshold value 

is 280 cal/gm radial-average U02 enthalpy (Regulatory Guide 1.77).  

An empirically-based analytical expression for the enthalpy of U02 was 

presented by J. F. Kerrisk and D.G. Clifton at the Los Alamos Scientific 
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Laboratory (Reference 18, 1972). This expression was developed from five 

sources of published U02 enthalpy data by using a least-squares routine 

statistical regression analysis. It fits data from 2980K to 31200K, the 

approximate melting point of unirradiated U02 (= 51560F). Beyond 3120oK, 

the curve of U02 enthalpy vs. temperature presented by Reference 19 is used.  

Both of these references are included in Appendix 3 of this report.  

The following enthalpy expression for a node at temperature T was 

incorporated into CHIC-KIN from the Kerrisk-Clifton report:

H(T) = k1 [exp(E/T)-l]-' - [exp(/298)-1]-1 Eq. IV-A

+ k 2 (T2 - 2982) + K 3 exp(-ED/RT),

where: H(T) 

T 

K1 

K
2 

K
3 

ED 

R

= enthalpy, (cal/gm) 

= nodal temperature, (oK) 

= 19.1450 (cal/mole U02 -oK) 

= 7.84733 (10) 4 (cal/mole U02 _oK 2) 

= 5.64373 (10)6 (cal/mole U02 ) 

= 535.285 (OK) 

= 37.6946 (K cal/mole) 

= universal gas constant, 

1.987(10)-3 (Kg-cal/gm-mole-oK)

An option to use either the equation or an interpolation table to compute 

U02 enthalpy is now provided in CHIC-KIN. In addition, as a built-in 

verification of the enthalpy calculation that uses the Kerrisk-Clifton 

equation, an independent calculation of enthalpy is performed using the 

fuel specific heat capacity from the MATPRO subroutine, FCP. This secondary
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calculation of nodal enthalpy uses the definition of specific heat capacity, 

C = dH/dT, to compute a current value of enthalpy that is based on the 

initial value and the subsequent change in enthalpy during a transient.  

If the initial temperature at a node point is To and the temperature at 

some elapsed time thereafter is T, then H(T) is approximately: 

H(T) = H(T 0 ) + Cp(T) . [T - TO] Eq. IV-B 

current _initial 
enthalpyenthalpy change 

where: C (T) = a MATPRO value 

TT + To 

2 

and H(T 0 ) = from the Kerrisk-Clifton equation 

The approximation here is that: 

C (T) =L -
AT 

H H(T) - H(T,) 

T - T 

The radial-average enthalpy is computed by summing the enthalpy contributions 

from each node weighted by their corresponding fractional fuel volumes.  

Since the axial dimension is constant for each node, the fractional fuel 

volume weighting is proportional to the difference of the radii-squared 

for adjacent nodes. That is, the radial average enthalpy (H(T)>r, is 

rigorously defined as: 

(H(T)>r = J H(T)dV 

fuel 

J dV 
Vfuel 

Since 

ZLV =(r2 2 
V_ i+1 - ri)L 
fuel 

rfuel L
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the approximation is 

<H(T)>r = H(Ti),AVi Eq. IV-C 

Vfuel 

where H(T) is determined from Equations IV-A or IV-B for each node in the 

fuel-meat region of the CHIC-KIN fuel pin model.  

IV.E New Editorial and Input Features of CHIC-KIN 

Several editorial modifications were made to CHIC-KIN for purposes of results 

verification, plotting, and user convenience. These editorial features 

include printouts of: 

(1) Nodal conductivities, k, and volumetric heat capacities,,OC , at user

specified frequencies during steady-state and transient calculations, 

(2) Nodal and radial-average U02 enthalpies at each time step edit, 

(3) Maximum radial-average enthalpy and peak centerline enthalpy during 

the transient, and 

(4) An option to select a uniform radial heat-generation profile used 

for "average-channel" calculations, which CHIC-KIN will provide to 

be consistent with the automatic radial-dimension nodalization feature.  

The following parameters are now required input for CHIC-KIN: 

(1) Cladding and fuel dimensions (in.) 

(2) hgap (Btu/hr-ft2-OF) 

(3) Fuel burnup (MWd/Mt-U02 )
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(4) Steady-state convergence criterion (AOF, = Texact-Taccepted) 

(5) Desired printout frequencies for material properties used in the 

current calculation 

(6) Optional interpolation-table values for U02 enthalpy vs. temperature 

(see Appendix 3).  

A revised CHIC-KIN input description with a sample input FORTRAN card image 

is provided in Appendix 4. This revised input description is identical 

to the original CHIC-KIN fixed-format input except for the newly required 

input parameters. Also, for user convenience and debugging ease, the 

variable names of these input values are listed in addition to the card

column and FORTRAN format specifications. These were not provided in the 

original CHIC-KIN documentation of Reference 2, but have been 
obtained from 

the source file.  

The two-step CHIC-KIN methodology used by YAEC for analysis of rod ejection 

accidents and loss-of-flow accidents was discussed in detail in Section 

II. Table IV-3 presents a contrasting summary of input requirements for 

average-channel and hot-channel CHIC-KIN runs. This table should be referred 

to for a cross-check of the input format for each type of run.  

I 
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TABLE IV-1 

MATPRO-Version 10 Surboutines Used in CHIC-KIN

MATPRO-10 
Subroutine 

CCP 

FCP 

CTHCON 

FTHCON 

FTHEXP 

POLATE 

PHYPRO

Zircaloy-4 Cladding Specific Heat Capacity 

U02 Fuel Specific Heat Capacity 

Zircaloy-4 Cladding Thermal Conductivity 

U02 Fuel Thermal Conductivity 

U02 Fuel Thermal Expansion 

Interpolation Routine 

Physical Properties
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TABLE IV-2 

MATPRO-Version 10 Specified Parameters Used in CHIC-KIN

Description 

Fuel Pu02 Content 

U02 Fuel Thermal Conductivity 
Integral l) 

Zircaloy-4 Cladding Density(
2 ) 

U02 Fuel Theoretical 
Density(3) 

Fraction of Molten Fuel 

Fraction of Theoretical Fuel Density(
4)

Specified 
Value 

Weight %, 0.0 

97.0 Watts/cm 

6.52 gms/cm
3 

10.97 gms/cm
3 

0.0 

0.95

Notes 

(1) See Ref. 20, p.2 1 .  

(2) See D. B. Scott, Physical and Mechanical Properties of Zircaloy-2 

and -4; WCAP -3269-41; May, 1965.  

(3) See Ref. 22, Table 4-2, p.7 8 .  

(4) See Ref. 26, Table 2, p.2 0 .
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MATPRO-10 
Variable 

Name 

COMP 

CONINP 

DENSC 

DENSF 

FACMOT 

FRADEN



TABLE IV-3 

CHIC-KIN Input for "Average" and "Hot" Channel Calculations, Compared

Channel Mass Flow 

Fuel-Element Heat 
Source 

Power Shape

Type of Calculation 

Average Channel Hot Channel 

G-forced AP-forced 

Point Kinetics with Core-Average-Power 
Input Reactivity Table Response Forced with 

and Reactivity Feedback Applicable Peaking 

Coefficients Factors Applied 

Uniform Axial and Nonuniform Axial and 

Radial Profiles for Rod- Radial Profiles 

Ejection, Non-Uniform for 
Loss-Of-Flow
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FIGURE IV-1 

PLATE CONDUCTION MODEL
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FIGURE IV-2 

Derivation of CHIC-KIN Mixed Node Thermal Parameters

k k k 
I-I1I-2 2

k k 
eq 0 
1 .

Fuel Gap Clad 

Note: "n" denotes node 
"c" denotes clad 
"f" denotes fuel 
"g" denotes gap 

1. Equivalent Thermal Conductivity (See Kreith, Principles of Heat Transfer,
Section 2.2, 1976 Ed.) 

At steady-state,

q = ke (T) dT 
eq eq dX

I n 7-2 
=1 ke

qeq = qc = qf = qg

and q = k c zi 
I X Tc

q= kf .  qf X Tf f

q = h gT 
gga gap

Since, from (1):

eq 
eq I1-24'n

- Xn 

M11-2/q

k , zx 
eq Lc Xc + 2jlf.6Xf +:.% 1 

Te kc Lf k IT h 

k =Xn 
eq TX k T2 

c F
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This final expression is used in CHIC-KIN at each mesh point to 

calculate thermal conductivities. At pure-fuel or pure-cladding nodes, 

X on!!Xf = 0 MATPRO-10 subroutines are used to evaluate the 

conductivities kc and kf.  

2. Equivalent Volumetric Specific Heat Capacity 

cC ) (M *Cp) c + (M *'C )f 
eq Ve + Vf 

= (/o3V Cp)c + 9odV Cp)f 
V_ 
node 

~V Z.Vf (PCP) (pCp)c' 9 + (OC p)f V 

In this final expression, the quantitiesaVG, AVf, and Vn are computed 
by CHIC-KIN; the quantities (pCp )c and (PCp)f are evaluated using MATPRO

10 subroutines.
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V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS VERIFICATION

V.A Transient Selected for Comparing Fuel Pin Performance 

In order to illustrate the effects on fuel pin performance calculations 

of the YAEC modifications to CHIC-KIN discussed in Section IV, a 

representative transient was chosen. The transient selected is the full

power rod ejection accident for the Maine Yankee plant, using Cycle 5 ENC 

fuel physics parameters. Computer runs performed for this comparison 

correspond to average-channel and hot-channel CHIC-KIN models, respectively, 

generally described in Section II.D. Thermal properties chosen for the 

constant property case were selected as described in Reference 1. The 

modified version of CHIC-KIN was used to duplicate the analysis performed 

with the original version of the code, excepting that thermal properties 

in the fuel pin were allowed to vary explicitly with temperature. A 

comparison of results from these different versions of CHIC-KIN will 

demonstrate, for both the average-channel calculation (point kinetics-forced) 

and the hot-channel calculation (core-average-power table-forced), the effect 

of using MATPRO-10 thermal properties and the Kerrisk-Clifton U02 enthalpy 

correlation for analyzing rod-ejection accidents.  

Table V-1 presents all the input parameters required by CHIC-KIN, which 

uniquely characterize the particular rod-ejection transient selected. The 

appropriate fuel pin dimensions for MY Cycle 5 ENC fuel are also given.  

A CHIC-KIN fuel pin model consisting of 10 axial and 7 radial nodes is used 

for the comparison. This nodalization scheme was used in the benchmark 

analysis of Reference 1. The radial dimensions shown for the 7 radial node 

model are as follows: 
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n rfuel pin = 0.220 in (ENC fuel, MY Cycle 5) 

ernode = 0.03143 (= .220/7) 

Grclad = 0.031 in (= .98 % 2"rnode) 

Lrfuel = 0.185 in (= 5.97 'Arnode) 

6 rgap = 0.004 in (= .13 'Lrnode)

Hence, in the 7 node model, the outermost node consists of all the cladding 

and a small amount of gap. The second inner node consists of the remaining 

gap plus some fuel. The rest of the radial nodes, proceeding to the pin 

centerline, are entirely fuel. .004" 
.185" .0 

9 denotes 
temperature node 
point 

C k3 k2 k1 kO 

The above sketch shows that the cladding gap does not "straddle" any 

temperature node point. Section IV.B.1 discusses this requirement, which 

is necessary for calculating the equivalent thermal conductivity of the 

mixed node (kl). Using the ENC dimensions, however, a maximum of 9 radial 

nodes may be used without violating this modeling restriction. If the CHIC

KIN modification that automatically determines the minimum radial node width 

that still complies with this requirement had been available for the 

Reference I application, 9 radial nodes would have been computed as follows:

nrfuel pin 

Arnode 

thrclad 

Arfuel 

.' rgap

= 0.220 in 

= .02444 in 

= 1.27 *Srnode 

= 7.57 *Arnode 

= 0.16 'L\rnode
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The sketch below of the 9 radial node model illustrates that in this case, 

the outer node is entirely cladding, the inner nodes are entirely fuel, 

and the mixed node consists of clad, gap and fuel.  
fl 

.004 .031" 
.185" -1 * .  

temperature no 
4L____ point 

k3 k2 k1 kO 

The 7 radial/10 axial node model was used with both versions of CHIC-KIN 

for purposes of this comparison.

de

V.B CHIC-KIN Thermal Properties Comparison: Constant (Original Version) 

vs. Temperature Dependent (Modified Version) 

The MATPRO values of thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity for 

U02 fuel and zircaloy cladding are plotted in Figures V-1 through V-4.  

In addition, for comparison, values from WREM (NUREG-75/056, 1975) are 

presented on the figures. Table V-1 presents the input values of these 

properties, which were held constant during calculations with the original 

CHIC-KIN version. The tabulation presents values for the seven radial node 

models in the average- and hot-channel calculations.  

V.B.1 UO, Fuel Nodes 

The MATPRO subroutine FTHCON calculates U02 thermal conductivity versus 

temperature, Figure V-1. The area under the curve is a parameter known 

as the conductivity integral, 

STmelt k (T) dT.
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This parameter in FTHCON obtains the value of Tmelt from subroutine PHYPRO, 

which includes a reduction for a burnup dependence of -56
0F for each 10,000 

MWd/Mtu in excess of 10,000 MWd/Mtu. The value of T melt used for 0-10,000 

MWd/Mtu is 5144 0F. No burnup effects such as fuel cracking or pellet 

shrinkage are modeled in CHIC-KIN, however.  

The conductivity integral value recommended in MATPRO to achieve a best

fit to empirical data is 97 watts/cm. A porosity correction factor is 

applied to this value to incorporate burnup effects, and results in a slight 

variation in k near the melting point. This is illustrated in Figure V-1 

for two burnup values. The variation in k for the fuel has little effect 

on CHIC-KIN calculations of temperature, since only the centerline nodes 

near the axial hot spot will experience temperatures near melting. Also, 

the radial-average fuel enthalpy calculation will be only slightly affected 

by burnup, since the volume-portion of the centerline nodes is minimal (see 

Equation IV.B) compared to the outermost radial nodes.  

The volumetric specific heat capacity for U02 , used in MATPRO and shown 

on Figure V-2, reflects a sharp discontinuity in the phase change upon 

melting. Burnup affects do not directly effect U02 specific heat capacity.  

V.B.2 Zircaloy Cladding Nodes 

The MATPRO thermal properties for zircaloy are shown in Figures V-3 and 

V-4. Corresponding values for these properties used in the constant property 

calculations are shown on Table V-1 and were evaluated at an average nodal 

temperature representative of the transients.  
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V.B.3 Mixed Node 

The property values assigned to the mixed node (node #2) of the 7 radial 

node model are computed as follows (Reference 1): 

k me nrnode Eq. V.A 

mixed ,rclad + 1 + 6rfuel 
node kclad hgap kfuel 

and 

C C +4V ( C . Eq. V.B 
/ Pmixed Vk P clad V \P fuel 

node clad fuel 

Table V-2 lists the values used for the constant property CHIC-KIN 

calculations. An hgap of 2000 Btu/hr-ft2-oF was used for the average-channel 

calculation to minimize Doppler feedback by reducing the fuel-pin energy 

storage. A value of 1200 Btu/hr-ft 2 _oF was used for the hot-channel 

calculation to maximize fuel pin energy storage. These input values were 

based upon average nodal temperatures for these transients. In the automated 

calculation of mixed node k and oCp, the respective instantaneous temperature 

of each component (clad or fuel) of the node is used to evaluate property 

values, rather than using a transient-averaged temperature. These mixed 

node properties, as used in the modified version of CHIC-KIN, will vary 

according to thezCT across the fuel-cladding gap.  

V.C Average-Channel Results Comparison 

The CHIC-KIN average-channel calculation for rod-ejections was discussed 

in Section II.D.2c. Figure V-5 presents the core average power solution 

from the point kinetics equations (normalized to an initial power level
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of 1.0, which corresponds to 2630 MWt x 1.02 for Maine Yankee). The 

integrated power level for the variable properties case (modified CHIC-KIN) 

is lower because of the effects of increased Doppler feedback and moderator 

temperature when compared to the constant property case (original CHIC-KIN).  

The reactivity components are shown in Figure V-6. A lower surface heat 

flux for the variable property case, shown in Figure V-7, illustrates that 

the assumption of constant thermal properties was effective in allowing 

I the energy to leave the fuel pin faster (i.e., higher heat flux) and thereby 

minimizing feedback.  

The hot-channel power table forcing function is based upon the normalized 

core average power response. It is formed from the average power response 

by applying the radial-relative nuclear peaking factor that corresponds 

to the post-ejection radial power distribution shift. Hence, a more 

conservative forcing function was obtained from the constant property case, 

as developed in Table V-3 for a design FNxy value of 3.75, post-ejection.  

V.D Hot-Channel Results Comparison 

Using the hot-channel power table, the MY Cycle 5 rod ejection was analyzed 

with the modified CHIC-KIN code to determine the maximum radial-average 

enthalpy during the transient. The radial temperature profiles at axial 

node 7, the axial hot-spot, were compared to those for the constant property 

case. These results are compared in Figures V-8, V-9, V-10 and V-11 at 

t = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, and 2.6 seconds.  

By using the fuel enthalpy curve presented in Appendix 3 and Equation IV-C 

3 for computing radial average enthalpy, a comparison may be made of the 

maximum stored energy. The peak radial-average enthalpy for the constant 

I 
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property case, 227.9 cal/gm, occurred at 2.6 seconds. The peak value for 

the variable properties case is 185.1 cal/gm, occurring at 2.0 seconds.  

This difference is due to the conservatism introduced in the constant 

property case by selecting material properties to produce maximum fuel-pin 

energy storage during the transient.  

An extreme illustration of the conservatism in the constant property approach 

is shown on Figure V-12. This figure presents the temperature response 

of the hottest node, occurring at axial node 7 and radial node 7 (centerline 

node). The peak centerline enthalpy for the constant property case 

corresponds to'-62300 F, which yields-40
0 cal/gm in the hot-spot and is 

indicative of local melting according to the YAEC criterion of Section 

II.C.2. The more accurate result, for the variable properties case, shows 

a peak temperature of 5374
0F corresponding to a much smaller nodal enthalpy 

of 347.1 cal/gm. Qualitatively, this comparison shows that energy storage 

effects in the constant property case have dominated energy conduction away 

from the fuel centerline, producing more sensible heating and higher 

temperatures. Figure V-1 illustrates that thermal conductivity in the node 

is actually higher than the constant value of 1.33 Btu/hr-ft 0oF listed in 

Table V-2. The consequence of this is the lower temperature observed for 

the variable properties solution.  

Although the peak centerline enthalpy in either case exceeds the YAEC 

threshold for a fully molten condition, 310 cal/gm, the NRC-suggested 

criterion discussed in Section II.C applies only to a radial-average 

quantity. The current NRC radial-average limit of 280 cal/gm, however, 

is not exceeded in either the constant property case (227.9 cal/gm) or 

the variable properties case (185.1 cal/gm). The radial-average enthalpy
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response for the latter case is shown on Figure V-13, indicating the peak 

value at 2.0 seconds.
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TABLE V-1 

Maine Yankee Cycle 5 Fuel and Physics Parameters* for CHIC-KIN 

Hot-Fuel Power CEA-Ejection Analysis (ENC-Fuel) 

Reference Rated 2630 MW (increase by 2% for conservatism) 
Power Level 

* 1.-..-, .26505 (10)-4 sec 

Reactivity Insertion Rate -464.(1OY4 .1K/K -sec (for .05 sec) 

Ejected Rod Worth .0023 AK/K ($.39; BOC value x 1.15) 

811.1245 (10)-3, .0126 sec-l 
.9885 (10- 3 , .0304 sec-' 

2> 2-31 

3> 3 .801(1 5 :19 .J .17505 (10), .315ee c 
5 5 .61437 (10)-, .1191 sec-1 

.2189 (10)-, .2989 sec-1 

;C~e f f.0059, 
fTC -1.87 (10) 4 IK/K - OF EOC value 

Channel Length 136.7 in 

Pin Radius .220 in 
Clad Thickness .031 in 

Gap Thickness .004 in 

4A/P .133 in 

D .533 in e 

F y , post-ejection 3.751 (includes 10% conservatism) 

*See Reference 6 Calculation for Complete Listing
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TABLE V-2 

Constant Values Assume. for Thermal Properties* 

(Original CHIC-KIN Version, Constant Property Assumption)

Type of Calculation

Average 
Channel

(Btu/hr-ft-oF) 8.80 
1.08 
1.40 
1.32 
1.32 
1.32 
1.32

Hot 
Channel 

11.14 
1.69 
1.43 
1.35 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33

C 

4) Cp2 
CP2 

P3 pC 

>CP6 

h gap

*Reference 6,

(Btu/ft3 oF)

(Btu/hr-ft2 OF)

27.67 
48.00 
50.00 
50.00 
51.00 
51.00 
51.00

2000.

32.41 
44.76 
52.04 
54.31 
58.81 
62.43 
64.66 

1200.

MYC-86, p. 59A
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TABLE V-3 

Tables for Power-Forcing CHIC-KIN Hot-Channel Calculations, Compared

Constant Properties(
1 ) Variable Properties(

4 )

NOTES: 

(1) MYC-86, Reference 6, p. 27 

(2) Maine Yankee FSAR, Reference 3, Table 14.2-2 

(3) NED 79-338, App. 4.  

Assumed rod-ejection time = .05 sec.  

(4) MYC-117, Reference 25.
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FIGURE V-2

MRTPRO--VERSION 10 (TREE-NUREG-1180) 
UO-2 VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY V. TEMPERATURE--(FCP/FTHEXP) 
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FIGURE V-3

MATPRO--VERSION 10 (TREE-NUREG-1180) 
CONDUCTIVITY V. TEMPERATURE (CTHCON/PHYPRO)
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FIGURE V-4

MATPRO--VERSION 20 (TREE-NUREG-1180) 
ZIRCALOY-4 VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY V. TEMPERATURE--(CCP/DENSC)
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FIGURE V - 8 
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FIGURE V - 9 
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FIGURE V - 12 
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Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor Plants
1. Introduction. Scope. and Purpose 

1.1 The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in its Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10. Part 
50 [1j, requires every applicant for a con
struction permit to include the principal design criteria for the proposed facility in the ap
plication. To aid the applicant in developing 
these principal design criteria, the AEC published in the Federal Register on July 11, 1967. proposed "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" 
(AEC-GDC). This standard, American National 
Standard Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design 
of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor Power 
Plants. NI8.2-1973 (PWR Criteria), was developed to amplify the guidance provided by these AEC-GDC and are presented in a format t( provide maximum usefulness in system design. A revised version of the AEC-GDC 
published in the Federal Register on February 20. 1971 was made effective on May 21, 1971; minor revisions were subsequently made.  
1.2 The PWR criteria are intended for use in the design of the nuclear safety aspects of stationary pressurized water reactor (PWR) 
nuclear power facilities. Their objective is to provide a degree of assurance that PWR 
facilities will he designed, constructed, and can he operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.  

1.3 Ritualistic adherence to the criteria may not suffice for satisfving the requirement of assuring 
public licalth and safety. An owner or designer of a PWR has a responsibility, even at the deigri state, that goes beyond the degree of safety afforded by these criteria. In addition to considering these criteria and other guidance, 
such as the AEC Regulations, including the 
AE:C-GI)C, he itst: 

(M) identify all safety design criteria for his facility and ensure that they incorporate all features for structures, components, and systems 
required to protect public health and safety 

(2) ensure by analysis, experiment, comparison to accepted design or experience that the fulfillment of all these safety design criteria can and will be realized.

1.4 The PWR Criteria are intended to be con
sistent with the AEC-GDC. Inconsistencies with the AEC-GDC in terminology and requirements 
may exist; these have been kept to a minimum.  

1.5 The efforts of other groups working on criteria and codes have been recognized in these 
criteria. Adherence to recognized codes, 
proposed or approved, has been made a 
requirement, where appropriate. A proposed code or one in the process of being developed 
must be used with discrimination; a knowledge of its status, an understanding of its 
requirements. and an insight into the reason for its 'proposed status" (for example, controversial 
items) are necessities.  

1.6 During development of the PWR Criteria.  
there was a lack of completeness and consistency 
in the various codes and criteria used to design and construct the major structures and com
ponents of nuclear power plants. This problem 
was compounded by numerous approaches to classification (for example, from code to code, 
by seismic requirements, by functional 
requirements, by quality levels, by quality assurance levels). These PWR Criteria correlate the safety classes defined in Section 2, General 
Design Considerations, to the code classes of 
components defined by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section III, Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Com
ponents. [2 ] 

1.7 The PWR Criteria are not considered to he 
complete or stagnant; they are viable. In certain 
areas there may now exist a capability of setting out more detailed criteria; however, this detail 
has been omitted where such an endeavor would 
have further delayed the publication of these 
criteria. It is intended that more specific criteria 
will be developed in the future by concentrating 
on one area at a time and upgrading the present 
document as more specific criteria are developed. In other areas, lack of definition is due to agreements with other professional 
groups, recognizing they have the responsibility,.  
in these areas and have or will undertake the work.
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1.8 The criteria have been sublivided for design 

purposes along the lines that represent the corn
mon division of systems within a facility, and no 

one criterion or set of criteria is intended to 

stand alone. It is the integrated effect of the 

criteria as applied to a specific facilitY that 

determines the safety of the facility. Since the 

criteria represent current practice, different con

cepts of system, different component design, or 

sites significantly different. from those currently 

being proposed may require alternate or ad

ditional criteria. or both.  

1.9 A designer is not restricted by these criteria 

from proposing or using alternate criteria to en

sure adequate safety. Frequently, a desirable 

overall result an in he obtained in an v of several 

ways. The designer may choose from several 

alternatives in satisfying these criteria because 

of the interrelationship of components and 

systems within a facility. These criteria 

establish only the generally agreed on minimum 

requirements for the individual systems: 

therefore, the designer is cautioned not only to 

reflect on any increased requirements of in

terdependent systems that may be necessary to 

provide an acceptable system, but also to 

reconize that not all minimum requirements 

applicable to a given facility have been 

documented.  

1.10 These criteria deal principally with fuln('

tinal requirements of PWR structures, com

panents and systems. While they are applicable 

in some degree to various types of pressurized 

water reactors and even to some other types of 

reactors, it is intended that they be specifically 

npplucahle to PWRs having the following 

characteristics: 
(I ) solid ceramic fuel enclosed in metallic 

cladding 
(2) fixed-fuel-moderator-reflector geometry 

(3) operational control of reactivity during 

deliberate critical operations by remotelv ac

tuated mechanisms that move solid core control 

cornponen ts 
(4) supplementary operational control of 

reactivity by fixed-position solid neutron
ablusorbing materials or biv slow ly variable con

cent rations of neutron ablsorbers dissolved in the 

moderator. or both 

(5) core and core coolant enclosed within an 

cnvelope of high integrity 
(61 core and core coolant envelope enclosed

within a containment 1i rrier of hip. int1 g 1Y 

The criteria a rv ru nfin i , ; n 

req uirements. Operai ing. maintenance. and 

testing requirements other than those affvctiin 

design, although of great safety significance. are 

not included.  

2. General Design Considerations 

2.1 Conditions For Design. In this section.  

the full spectra of plant conditions are iden

tified in accordance with their anticipated 

frequency of occurrence and consequences. To 

accomplish the principal purpose of these 

criteria, which is to deal with functional 

requirements of pressurized water reactor plant 

structures, systems, and components, the spectra 

of plant conditions are divided into four 

categories. Except for the similarity hetween 

these four categories and the design conditions 

defined in Rules for Construction of Nuclear 

Power Plant Components. ASME Section III.  

[ ] it is not intended that there be a direct 

correlation between these categories and 

groupings developed for other purposes (for 

example, those for environmental and accident 

description purposes). Since these catecories 
describe plant conditions. whereas ASME 

describes conditions for components. the 

similarity of categories should he trea ted 

cia utiouslv. For example. a major loss of coolant 
accident would create a Condition IV event for 

the plant and would create a corresponding Sec

tion III "Faulted Condition" for most com

ponents of the reactor coolant pressure boun

dary but would cause only normally expected 

design conditions for the emergency core cooling 

system. The four categories are: 

(1) Condition 1: Normal Operation 

(2) Condition II: Incidents of Moderate 

Frequency 
(3) Condition III: Infrequent Incidents 

(4) Condition IV: Limiting Faults.  

In the following sections. the conditions are 

defined, examples presented, and the general 

design requirements given. The examples listed 

under each condition supplement the definitions 

and guide the designer in entego izing other 

potential operations. incidents. or faults. The 

basic principle applied is that the plant shall le 

designed such that the most frequent occurenies 

yield little or no adverse consequence to mhe
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public. and such that the improbable extrene 
situations. hling the potential for the greatest 
miverse consequence to the public, shall have a 
low probability of occurrence. Protection system 
and engineered safety feature functioning is 
ritiired, where applicable. in fulfilling this 
pr nciple.  

The designer should consider the examples as 
guides in classifying potential conditions for a 
particular plant.  

Differences in plant design and experience 
gained from plant operations may require a 
specific occurrence to be placed in a differing 
condition category than presented in the exam
ples herein.  

2.1.1 Condition 1: Normal Operation 
2.1.1.1 Definition. Condition I oc

currences are operations that are expected 
frequently or regularly in the course of power 
operation. refueling, maintenance, or 
maneuvering of the plant.  

2.1.1.2 Examples. Examples of Condition 
I o currn ces are: 

(1 ) sta rtup 1 
(2) shutdown 
(3 standby% 
(4 power operation from partial load to 

n1N\i1iiui anticipated power level 
) fuel cladding defects within Technical 

Specification limits 
(0 uperation %ith specific items of e(uipment 

out f ser% ice or under tests as may be permitted 
by the Technical Specifications for the plant 

(7 refueling.  
2.1.1.3 Design Requirement. Condition I 

oCcurrenCes shall be acconmoda ted with 
mijargin between any plant parameter and the 
Value of that parameter which would require f.ithcr automuatic or nianuail protective action.  

2.1.2 Condition II: Incidents of Moderate 
Frequen cv 

2.1.2.1 Definition. Condition 11 oc
urrences include incidents, anv one of which 

may necur (luring a calendar year for a par
ticular plant.  

2.1.2.2 Examples. Examples of' Condition 
II occurretices are: 

iI inadvertent control rod group with
d(ra w a l 

2 partial loss or interruption of core 
coolant flow excluding reactor coolant pump 
locked rotor 

( 3) inadvertent moderator cooldown

( 4) inadvertent cheinical shim dilution 
( 5) depressurization by spurious operation of 

an active element. for example, relief valve, 
pressurizer spray valve 

6) load transients initiated by spurious 
operation of active elements of the steam and 
power conversion system 

( 7) loss of normal feedwater 
( 8) loss of condenser cooling 
( 9) steam generator tube leaks 
(10) reactor-turbine load mismatch, including 

loss of load and turbine trip 
(11) control rod drop (inadvertent addition of 

a bsorber) 
(12) single error of an operator 
(13) single failure of a control component 
(14) single failure in the electrical system 
(15) minor reactor coolant system leak which 

would not prevent orderly reactor shutdown and 
cooldown assuming makeup is provided by nor
mal makeup systems' only 

(16) minor secondary system break which 
would not prevent orderly reactor shutdown and 
cooldown assuming makeup is provided by nor
mal makeup systems only 

(17) loss of off-site power.  
2.1.2.3 Design Requirement. Condition II 

incidents shall be accommodated with, at most, 
a shutdown of the reactor with the plant 
capable of returning to operation after correc
five action. Any release of radioactive materials 
in effluents to unrestricted areas shall be in con
formance with paragraph 20.1 of 10 CFR Part 
20, "Standards for Protection Against 
Radiation." [J 

By itself, a Condition 11 incident cannot 
generate a more serious incident of the Con
dition III or IV type without other incidents oc
curring independently. A single Condition 11 in
cident shall not cause consequential loss of fun
ction of any barrier to the escape of radioactive 
products.  

2.1.3 Condition Ill: Infrequent Incidents 
2.1.3.1 Definition. Condition III oc

currences irclude incients, any one of which 
may occur during the lifetime of a particular 
plant.  

2.1.3.2 Examples. Examples of Condition 
III occurrences are: 

"Nornal maktup sysiens are those systerns normajnv used to 
maintain reactor ( oolant inventor-v unter respe ewe conditilns of startup. hot standbv. power operation, or c oldown. using on-site power.
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(1) loss of reactor coolant, such as from a 
small ruptured pipe or from a crack in a large 
pipe, which would prevent orderly reactor shut
down and cooldown assuming makeup is 
provided by normal makeup systems only 

(2) secondary system pipe break which would 
prevent orderly reactor shutdown and couldown 
assuming makeup is provided by normal 
makeup systems only 

(3) operation with a fuel assembly in an im
proper position such that Safety Limits as 
defined in the Technical Specifications, would 
be exceeded 

(4) inadvertent removal of a single neutron 
absorbing control rod during refueling such that 
Safety Limits, as defined in the Technical 
Specifications, would be exceeded 

(5) insertion of unexplained reactivity 
(6) complete loss or interruption of core 

cooling pumped flow. excluding reactor coolant 
pump locked rotor 

(7) control rod programming error such that 
Safety Limits, as defined in the Technical 
Specifications, would be exceeded 

(8) gas decay tank rupture.  
2.1.3.3 Design Requirements. Condition 

III incidents shall not cause more than a small 
fraction of the fuel elements in the reactor to be 
damaged, although sufficient fuel element 
damage might occur to preclude resumption of 
operation for a considerable outage time.  

The release of radioactive material due to 
Condition III incidents may exceed guidelines 
of 10 CFR Part 20, "Standards for Protection 
Against Radiation." [j] but shall not be suf
ficient to interrupt or restrict public use of those 

areas beyond the exclusion radius.  
A Condition III incident shall not, by itself.  

generate a Condition IV fault or result in a con
sequential loss of function of the reactor coolant 
system or reactor containment barriers.  

2.1.4 Condition IV: Limiting Faults 
2.1.4.1 Definition. Condition IV oc

currences are faults that are not expected to oc
cur. :ut are postulated because their con

1Q1uences wou ld include the potential for the 
reec~ie of sifLiciant . mouns of radioactive 

material. Condition IV faults are the most 
-iraqtic that must be deesuined against. and thus 
-noresent the limitimg nesiun case.  

2.1.4.2 Examples. Examples of Condition 
'currences are, 

m 7.n r -nmr! r f i rm! - ontninr) rr c re i or

coolant up to and including double-cnudv'l rup

ture of the largest pipe in the reaictur coolant 
pressure boundary 

(2) movement of the fuel or structure due to 
core drop 

(3) ejection of any single control rod 
(4) major secondary system pipe rupture up to 

and including double-ended rupture 
(5) single reactor coolant pump locked rotor.  

2.1.4.3 Design Requirements. Condition 
IV faults shall not cause a release of radioactive 
material that results in an undue risk to public 
health and safety exceeding the guidelines of 10 
CFR 100. "Reactor Site Criteria."[, ] A single 
Condition IV fault shall not cause a con
sequential loss of required functions of svstems 
needed to cope with the fault including those of 
the reactor coolant system and the reactor con
tainment system.  

2.1.5 Environmental Conditions.  
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NUREG-75/087

.1 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO.IM.ISSION 

STANJDAR0D Ri l LA.  
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SECTION 15.3.1 LOSS OF FORCED REACTOR COOLANT FLOW INCLUDING 

15.3.2 TRIP OF PUMP AND FLOW CONTROLLER MALFUNCTIONS 

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES 

Primary - Reactor Systems Branch (RSB) 

Secondary - Core Performance Branch (CPB) 
Electrical, Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (EICSB) 

1. AREAS OF REVIEW 

A aecrease in reactor coolant flow occurring while tne plant is at power could result in a 

demradation of core heat transfer. The resulting increase in clad temperature could result 

in fuel damage. A number of transients that are exoected to occur with moderate frequency 

and that result in a decrease in forced reactor coolant flow rate are covered by this re

view plan. Each of these transients should be discussed in individual sections of the 

applicant's safety analysis report (SAR), as required by the Standard Format (Ref. 1).  

Core thermal and hydraulic transients associated with partial ano complete loss of 

reactor coolant flow are evaluated. These include: 

1. For boiling water reactors (BWR's), partial and complete recirculation pump trips and 

malfunctions of the recirculation flow controller to cause decreasing flow.  

2. For pressurized water reactors (PWR's), partial and complete reactor coolant pump trips.  

A partial loss of coolant flow may be caused by a mechanical or electrical failure in a 

pump, a fault in the power supply to tne pump, a pump trip caused by such aromalies as 

over-current or phase imbalance, or a failure within the recirculation 
flow control network 

(BWR) resulting in decreasing flow. A complete loss of forced coolant flow may result 

from the simultaneous loss of electrical power to all pumps.  

The review includes the postulated initial core and reactor conditions which are pertinent 

to the loss of flow transient, the methods of thermal and hydraulic analysis, the postulated 

sequence of events including time delays prior to and after protective system actuation, 

assumed reactions of reactor systems components, the functional and operational character

istics of ihe reactor protection system in terms of how it affects the sequence of events, 

and all operator actions required to secure and maintain the reactor in a safe condition.  

USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN 

Standard review plano sre prepared for the guidance of t Office of N pl A...fou Regulation taff tson pooible for the riiew of applicato s to construc and 

oerate nucleart power planfs. These docutnents are ma doe vilable to fhe public as Pert of ftl. Cvmmisid . policy fo inform fthea nuclear industry and fhe 

gonera publc of regulatory procedures od policies Standard rev- plans are not substitutes for regulatory guides or the Commission a regulations and 

complianca wit f utat moot reuired The tndard rview plan sections ere keyed to Revision 2 of the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports 

toi Nuclear Power Plants. Not sil sections of the Standard Format ne correspondimg review plan.  

Pibilished standard reniew plans will .e resed periodicatv as approoriate. to accommodate comments and to reflect new information and exprience 

Comments and suggestions for improvement will be considered and should bo sent to the U.S Nuciser Regulatory Commission. Office of Nuclear Reactor 

Regulation Washington. D.C. 2055.  
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-he results of the applicant's flow transient analyses are reviewed to ensure that values of 

'tinent system parameters are within expected ranges for the type and class of reactor under 

rview. These parameters include: peak clad temperature, peak fuel temperature, core flow 

and flow distribution, channel heat flux 'average and hot), minimum critical heat flux ratio 

(or miinimum critical power ratio), departure from nucleate boiling ratio, vessel water level, 

ther:ial power, vessel pressure, steam line 
pressure (BAR), steam line flow (BWR), and feed

.:ater flow (BWR).  

ie sequence of events uescribed in the SAR 
is reviewed by both RSB and ElCSB. The RSB 

reviewer concentrates on the neea for the reactor protection system, the engineered safety 

v-,stem, and operator action to secure and naintain the reactor in a safe condition. The 

B review, as described in Standard Review 
Plans (SRP) 7.2 and 7.3, concentrates on the 

nstrum'Ventation and controls aspects of the 
seauence described in the SAR to evaluate whether 

tre reactor and plant protection and safeguards 
controls and instrumentation systems will 

unction as assumed in the safety analysis with regard to automatic actuation, remote sensing, 

nicacion, control, and interlocks with auxiliary or shared systems. ELCSB also evaluates 

otential bypass modes and rhe possibility of manual control by the operator.  

2he analytical methods are reviewed by RSB to ascertain whether the mathematical modeling and 

outer codes have been previously reviewed ano acceoted by the staff. :f a referenced an

clyticai method has not been previously reviewEd, the reviewer reouests initiation of a generic 

uljatLion of the new analytical model by CPB. C7B, as described in tne appendix to SRP 4.4, 

;erforms neneric reviews of the thermal-hyarauiC computer 
moels used for .his transient.  

CPB also performs, upon request, additional analyses related to these accidents for selected 

reactor types.  

-he values of all parameters used in a new analytical model, ;ncluding the initial conditions 

-he core and system, are reviewed. It is the resoonsibility of the RSB anaineer to contact 

nis counteroart in CPB to ensure that the relevant physics data have been usea in any 
staff 

caiculations.  

i1. CCEPANCE CRITERIA 

The basic objectives of the rev'ew of loss of Forced reactor coolant flow transients are: 

1. To identify which of the transients are the most limiting.  

0. To verify that, for the most limiting transients, the plant responds to the loss of 

flow transients in such a iay cnat :ne criteria regarding fuel damage and system 

pressure are ::et.  

. The specific criteria for incidents of rocerate freauency* are: 

a. Pressure in rne reactor coolant sn,; main steam 
systems snould be maintained below 

110 of e :es'gn pressures. Ref. 2.  

S jce r n is r ,ipw Iian nr "cre same se!n-e is i n the ie~scri,_.cGns 
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t. Fuel cladding integrity should be -aintained by ensuring that acceptance criterion 

of SRP 4.4 is satisfied throunnout a transient.  

c. An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more serious C -nt cxndi

tion without other faults occurring indeoendently.  

d. An incident of moderate frequency in combination with any single active component 

- failure, or single ooerator error, should not cause loss of function of any 

barrier other than the fuel cladding. A limited number of fuel rod cladding 

perforations is acceptable.  

3. Tne applicant's analysis of the loss of reactor coolant flow transients snould use an 

acceptable analytical model. The equations, sensitivity studies, and models described 

in References 3 through 6 are acceptable. If other analytical methods are proposed by 

the apolicant, these methods are evaluated by the staff for 
acceptability. For new 

aeneric methods, the reviewer requests an evaluation bY CPE.  

The values of parameters used in the analytical model should be suitably conservative.  

The use of the following values is considered acceptable: 

a. Tne reactor is initially at rated output (licensec core thermal power) for toe 

number of loops assumed operating, plus 2 to account for Dower measurement 

uncertainty.  

b. Conservative scram cnaracteristics are assumed, i.e., maximum time delay with the 

most reactive rod held out of the core.  

c. The core burnup is selected to yield toe most limitinq combination of moderator 

temperature coefficient, void coefficient, Doppler coefficient, axial 
power 

profile, and radial power distribution.  

II. REVIEW PROCEDURES 

The procedures below are used during both the construction permit (CP) and ooerating license 

(OL) reviews. During the CP review the values of system parameters and 
setpoints used in 

the analysis will be preliminary in nature and subject to change. At the OL review stage, 

final values should be used in the analysis, and the reviewer should compare these to the 

limiting safety system settings included in the proposed technical specifications.  

The descriction of each of the loss of reactor coolant flow transients presented by the 

applicant in the SAR is reviewed by RSB regarding the occurrences leading to the initiating 

event. The sequence of events from initiation until a stabilized condition is reached is 

reviewed to ascertain: 

1. The extent to which normally operating plant instrumentation and 
controls are assumed 

to function.  

15.3.1-3
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2. The extent to which plant and reactor protection systems are required 
to function.  

3. The credit taken for the functioning of normally operating plant systems.  

4. The operation of engineered safety systems that are required.  

5. The extent to which operator actions are required.  

If the SAR states that a particular loss of flow transient is not as limiting as some other 

similar transient, the reviewer evaluates the justification presented by the applicant.  

The reviewer confirms that all types of flow loss transients are considered, e.g., pump 

trips during two-, three- and four-loop operation. The applicant is to present a quanti

tative analysis in the SAR of the loss of flow transient that is determined to be most 

limitina. For this transient, the RSB reviewer, with the aid of the EICSB reviewer, 

reviews the timing of the initiation of those protection, engineered safety, and other 

systems needed to adequately limit the consequences of the loss of flow. The RSB reviewer 

:,ompares the predicted variation of system parameters with various 
trip and system initia

tion setcooints. The EICSB reviewer evaluates automatic initiation, actuation delays, 

possible bypass modes,- interlocks, and the feasibility of manual operation if the SAR 

states that operation action is needed or expected.  

To the extent deemed necessary, the RSB reviewer evaluates the effect of sinale active fail

ures of systems and coimconents which may alter the course of the transient. This phase of 

tne review uses the system review procedures described in the standard review plans for 

Chaters 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the SAR.  

The mathematical models used by the applicant to evaluate core performance and to predict 

system pressure in the reactor coolant system and main steam 
lines are reviewed by the RSB 

to determine if these models have been previously reviewed and found acceptable by the staff.  

If not, CPB is requested to initiate a generic review of the aoplicant's proposed model.  

The values of system parameters and initial core and system conditions used as input to the 

model are reviewed by RSB. Of particular importance are the reactivity coefficients and 

control rod worths used by the aoplicant in his analysis, and the variation of moderator 

temperature, void, and Doppler coefficients of reactivity with core 
life. The justification 

orovided by the applicant to show that he has selected the core burnuo that yields the 

minimum margins is evaluated. CPB is consulted regarding the values of the reactivity 

parameters used in the aoplicant's analysis.  

The results of the analysis are reviewed and compared to the acceptance criteria presented 

in Section II of this SRP regarding the maximum pressure in the reactor coolant and main 

steam systems. The variations with time during the transient of parameters 
listed in 

Sections 15.X.X.3(C) and 15.X.X.4(C) of the Standard Format ,Ref. 1) are reviewed. The 

more important of these paramecers for the loss of reactor coolant flow transients are 

compared to those predicted for other similar plants to verify that they are within the 

15.3.1-4
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The reviewer confirms that a commitment has been made in the SAR to conduct prooperatiOnal 

tCsts to verity flow coastdowvn calculations.  

IV.Te re es that the SAR contains sufficient information and his review succorts the 

following kinds of statements and conclusions which should be included in the staff's safety 

evaluation report (SER): 

"Several types of plant occurrences can result in an unplanned decrease in reactor 

coolant flow rate. The ones expected to occur during the life of the plant are those 

caused by reactor coolant (or recirculation) pump trips or a flow controller malfunc

tion.* All these postulated transients have been reviewed. It was found that the most 

limiting in regard to core thermal margins and pressure within the reactor coolant and 

main steam systems was the _ transient. This transient was evaluated by the 

applicant using a mathematical model that has been reviewed and found acceptable by the 

staff. The values of tne parameters used as inout to this model were reviewed and found 

to be suitably conservative. Tne results of the analysis of the ____ transient 

showed that cladding integrity was maintained 
by ensuring that the minimum departure from 

nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR)** did not decrease below 
_ _ and that the maximum 

oressure within the reactor coolant and main 
steam systems did not exceed 110: of the 

design pressures.  

"The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable with regard to transients 
that 

are expected to occur during plant life and result in a 
decrease in reactor coolant flow 

rate." 

V. REFERENCES 

Requlatory Guide 1.70,"Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear 

Power Plants," Revision 2.  

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, ",Nuclear Power Plant Components," Article 

NB-7000, "Protection Aaainst Overpressure," American Society of Mechanical Engineers.  

3. "Standard Safety Analysis Report - BWR/6," General Electric Company, April 1973 (under re

view.) 

4. "Reference Safety Analysis Report - RESAR-3," Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems, November 

1973; and "Reference Safety Analysis Report - RESAR-41," Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Sys

tems, December, 1973 (under review).  

5. "System 30 Standard Safety Analysis Report (CESSAR)," Combustion Engineering, Inc., Auqust 

1973 (under review).  

' The SER sh7nould oresent onp statement for all similar transients.  

*'inimum critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR) or rminimum critical power ratio (MCPR) for a SWR.  
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. dnjard Nuclear Steam System 3-SAR-24, 2abcocK & Wilcox Company, February 1974 (under 

:M 118.2. "Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Pressurized Water 

Reactor Plants," American National Standards Institute (1974).  

A.N.S Trial Use Standard 1212, "Nuclear Safety Criteria for ,he Design of Stationary 

Eailing Water Reaccor Plants," American Nuclear Society '1574).



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

S! TANDARD EVIEW PLAM 
, ' / OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATIO.J 

SECTION 15.3.3 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP ROTOR SEIZURE AND REACTOR COOLANT 

15.3.4 PUMP SHAFT BREAK 

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES 

Primary - Reactor Systems Branch (RSB) 

Secondary - Accident Analysis Branch (AAB) 
Core Performance Branch (CPB) 
Analysis Branch (AB) 

1. AREAS OF REVIEW 

Tne events postulated are an instantaneous seizure of the rotor or break of the shaft of a 

reactor coolant pump in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) or recirculation 
pump in a boiling 

water reactor (BWR). Flow through the affected loop is rapidly reduced, leading to a reactor 

and turbine trip. The sudden decrease in core coolant flow while the reactor is at power 

results in a degradation of core heat transfer which could 
result in fuel damage. The 

initial rate of reduction of coolant flow is greater for the rotor seizure event. However, 

the shaft break event permits a greater reverse flow through the affected loop later during 

the transient and, therefore, results in a lower core flow rate at that time. 
This SRP 

section is intended to cover botn of these infreauent transients.  

The review is concerned with the postulated initial and lona-term core and reactor condi

tions that are pertinent to the rotor seizure or broken shaft events, 
the methods of 

thermal and hydraulic analysis, the postulated sequence of events including time delays 

prior to and after Protective system actuation, tne assumed reactions of reactor system 

comoonents, tne functional and operational characteristics of the reactor protection 

system in terms of how it affects the sequence of events, and all ooerator actions required 

to secure and maintain the reactor in a safe condition.  

The results of the applicant's analyses are reviewed to ensure that values of pertinent 

system parameters are within expected ranges for 
the type and class of reactor under review.  

The parameters include: peak clad temperature, peak fuel temperature, core flow and flow 

distribution (including hydraulic instabilities), channel heat flux (average and hot), 

minimum critical heat flux ratio or critical power ratio, deoarture from nucleate boiling 

ratio, vessel water level, thermal power. vessel pressure, steam line pressure (BWR), 

steam line flow (BWR), and feedwater flow (BWR).  

USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN 

Standard review piano are prepared for th guidance of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation staff resoonsible for the review of applications to construct and 

Sarate rucier power plantr. T egs d ocments mt. mode vailable to the public aS part of the Commission a policy to inform tie nuclear industry and the 

general Public of regulatory procedure.a*nd policies Standard resew plans or* not Subsittutes for regulatory guides or tre Commosson a regulations and 

Iconinca witt, than, is not reouird. Tha standard review plan soctons are keyed to Revision 2 of tha Standard Format and Contact of Safety Analyis Reports 

for Nuclaer Power Plants Not all sections of the Standard Format nave a correspqnding review plan 

P b.ished standard r.ei wans mill be revisea periodically. a. appropriate. to accommodate comments and to reflacto new ntormation and sperience 

Comments and suggestions for improvement will be considered and snould be sent to the U S Nuclear Repuiatory Commssion.Offic. of Nucias. Reactor 

Raguiation Washrngton 0 C. 205 

Rev. 1
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-he sequence of events described in the SAR is reviewed 
by both RSB and ICSB. The RSB 

reviewer concentrates on the need for the reactor protection system, the engineered safety 

systems, and operator action to secure and maintain the 
reactor in a safe condition. The 

ICSB reviewer, as described in SRP Sections 7.2 and 7.3, concentrates on the instrumenta

tion and controls aspects of the sequence described in the SAR and evaluates whether the 

reactor and plant protection and safeguards controls and instrumentation systems will 

function as assumed in the safety analysis with regard to automatic actuation, remote 

sensing, indication, control, and interlocks with auxiliary or shared systems. ICSB also 

2valuates potential bypass modes and the possibility of manual control by the operator.  

The analytical methods are reviewed by RSB to ascertain whether the mathematical modeling 

and computer codes have been previously reviewed and acceoted 
by the staff. If a referenced 

analytical method has not been previously reviewed, the reviewer requests initiation of a 

generic evaluation of the new analytical model by AB. AB, as described in SRP Section 4.4, 

3erforms generic reviews of the thermal-hydraulic computer models used for this transient.  

AB aiso performs, upon request, additional analyses related to these accidents for selected 

reactor types.  

he values of all parameters used in a new analytical model, including the initial con

ditions of the core and system, are reviewed. It is the responsibility of the RSB engineer 

to contact his countercart in CPB to ensure that the relevant physics data have been used 

n any staff calculations.  

AAB is notified regarding the extent of fuel failures that are predicted by the analysis.  

AAB then evaluates the radiological consequences.  

11. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

1. The basic objectives of the review of the transients resulting from a rotor seizure or 

shaft break in a reactor coolant pump are: 

a. To identify which of these infrequent transients is the more limiting.  

b. To verify that, for the more limiting transient, the plant responds in such a way 

that the criteria regarding fuel damage, radiological consequences, and system 

oressure are met.  

2. The specific criteria for the rotor seizure and shaft break transients are: 

a. For events such as the rotor seizure or shaft break in a reactor coolant pump, 

the plant should be designed to limit the release of radioactive material to 

assure that doses to persons offsite are kept to values which are a small 

fraction of 10 CFR P3rt 100 guidelines.  

b. The Dotential for core damage should be evaluated on the basis of the acceptance 

cri ! on for n 3RP Sction 4.4 (Ref. 9). If DNBR falls below the limits 

of h crtrion, -l da._ge (rod perforation) should be assumed unless it 
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can be shown, based on an acceptable fuel damage model, that no fuel failure 

results. Any fuel damage calculated to occur must be of suffic-intly 1.ited 

extent that the core will remain in place and intact with no loss of core 

cooling capability.  

c. Pressure in the reactor coolant system and main steam system should be 
main

tained below 110% of the design pressure (Ref. 1).  

d. A rotor seizure or shaft break in a reactor coolant pump should not, by itsel-f, 

generate a more serious condition or result in a loss of function of the reactor 

coolant system or containment barriers.  

e. Only safety-grade equipment should be used to mitigate the consequences of the 

accident. Safety functions should be accomplished assuming the worst single 

failure of a safety system active component (see Refs. 2 and 3).  

f. The ability to achieve long-term coolability of the core should be verified.  

g. This event should be analyzed assuming turbine trip and coincident loss of 

offsite Power and coastdown of undamaged pumos.  

3. The applicant's analyses should be performed using an acceptable analytical model.  

The equations, sensitivity studies, and models described in References 4 through 8 

are acceptable. If other analytical methods are proposed by the applicant, these 

methods are evaluated by the staff for acceptability. For new generic methods, the 

reviewer reouests an evaluation by AB.  

The values of the parameters used in the analytical model should be suitably conser

vative. The following values are considered acceptable for use in the model.  

a. The initial power level is taken as the licensed core thermal power for the number 

of loops initially assumed to be operating plus an allowance of 2% to account for 

power measurement uncertainties, unless a lower power level can be justified by 

the applicant. The number of loops operating at the initiation of the event 

should correspond to the operating condition which maximizes the consequences of 

tne event.  

b. Conservative scram characteristics are assumed, i.e., for a PWR maximum time 

delay with the most reactive rod held out of the core, and for a BWR a design 

conservatism factor of 0.8 times the calculated negative reactivity insertion 

rate.  

c. The core burnup is selected to yield the most limiting combination of moderator 

temperature coefficient, void coefficient, Doppler coefficient, axial power pro

file, and radial power distribution.  
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I For those areas of review identified in subsection I of this SRP section as being the 

responsibility of other branches, the acceptance criteria and their methods of 

application are containea in the SRP sections corresponding to those branches.  

!II. REVIEW PROCEDURES 

The orocedures below are used during both the 
construction permit (CP) and operating 

license kOL) reviews. During the CP review, the values of system parameters and setpoints 

used in the analysis will be preliminary in nature and subject to 
change. At the OL review 

stage, final values should be used in the analysis, and the reviewer should compare these 

to the limiting safety system settings included in the proposed technical specifications.  

The applicants' analyses of the rotor seizure and shaft break events are reviewed by RSB 

regarding the occurrences leading to the initiating event. The sequence of events, from 

initiation until a stabilized condition is reached, 
is reviewed to ascertain: 

1. The extent to which normally operating plant instrumentation and controls are 

assumed to function.  

2. The extent to which plant and reactor protection systems 
are required to function.  

3. The credit taken for the functioning of normally operating plant systems.  

4. The.ooeration of engineered safety systems 
that is reouired.  

5. The extent and time at which ooerator actions 
are recuired.  

If the SAR states that one of the transients 
is not as limiting as the other, the 

reviewer evaluates the justification presented by the applicant. The applicant is to 

present a quantitative analysis in 
the SAR of the transient that is determined 

to be more 

limiting. For the transient that is found more limiting, 
the reviewer confirms that the 

effects of the transient are determined for each mode of ooeration (e.g., one-, two-, 

three-, or four-loop) allowed by the technical specifications. Either a separate analysis 

should be presented for each mode of 
operation or the effects of each mode 

should be 

referenced to the limiting case.  

For the more limiting transient, the RSB reviewer, with the aid of the ICSB reviewer, 

reviews the timing of the initiation of those protection, engineered safety, and 
other 

systems needed to limit the consequences of the transient to acceptable levels. The RSB 

reviewer compares the predicted variation of system parameters 
with various trip and 

system initiation setpoints. The ICSB reviewer evaluates automatic 
initiation, actua

tion jelays, possible bypass modes, interlocks, and the feasibility of manual operation 

if the SAR states that operator action is needed or expected.  

.o the extent deemed necessary, the RS8 reviewer evaluates the effect of single active 

r ao aty Systems and compoinents which may alter the course of the transient.  

15.3.3-4 
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This phase of the review uses the system I eview proceures d-,criLfd ir tle SRP sections 

for Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the SAR.  

The mathematical models used by the applicant to evaluate core Derformance and to predict 

system pressure in the reactor coolant system and main steam 
lines are reviewed by RSB to 

determine if these models have been previously reviewed 
and found acceptable by the staff.  

If not, AB is requested to initiate a generic review of the model proposed by the applicant.  

The values of system parameters and initial core and system conditions used as input to the 

model are reviewed by RSB. Of particular importance are the reactivity coefficients and 

control rod worths used in the applicant's analysis, and the variation 
of moderator 

temperature, void, and Doppler coefficients of reactivity with core life. 
The justification 

provided by the applicant to show that he has selected the core burnup that yields the 

minimum margins is evaluated. CPB is consulted regarding the values of the reactivity 

parameters used in the applicant's analysis.  

The results of the applicant's analysis are reviewed and compared to the acceptance cri

teria in subsection II regarding the maximum pressure in 
the reactor coolant and main 

steam systems. The variations with time during the transient of the neutron power, heat 

fluxes (average and maximum), reactor coolant system pressure, minimum DNBR (PWR) or CPR 

(BWR), core and recirculation looo coolant flow rates (BWR), coolant conditions (inlet 

temperature, core average temoerature (PWR), core average steam volume fraction (BWR), 

average exit and hot channel exit temperatures, and steam fractions), temperature (maximum 

fuel centerline temperature, maximum clad temperature, or maximum 
fuel enthalpy), steam

line pressure, containment pressure, pressure relief valve 
flow rate, and flow rate from 

the reactor coolant system to the containment system (if applicable) are reviewed. The more 

important of these parameters (as listed in section I of this SRP) are compared to those 

predicted for other similar plants to confirm that they are within the expected range. In 

particular, the peak cladding temperature and percentage of fuel 
rods that experience a 

departure from nucleate boiling condition are compared and AAB is notified regarding the 

extent of fuel failures predicted by the analysis.  

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS 

The reviewer verifies that the SAR contains sufficient information and his review supports 

the following kinds of statements and conclusions, which should be included in the staff's 

safety evaluation report: 

"Tne analyses and effects of an instantaneous seizure of a rotor and an instantaneous 

break of a shaft of a reactor coolant pump* during 
any allowed mode of operation 

nave been reviewed. It was found that the more limiting of these events was the 

. This event was evaluated by the applicant using a mathematical 

model that had been previously reviewed and found acceptable by the staff. The 

parameters used.as input to this model were reviewed and found to be suitably con

servative. The results of the analysis showed that % of the fuel rods experienced 

*Recirculation pump shaft for a BWR.  
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leparture from nucleate boiling (DNB) and 
that the peak clad temperature 

reached was 

ep This assures that the fuel damdge will be minimal and that no loss of core 

cooling capabi1ity will result. The analysis showed that the maximum pressure 

within the reactor coolant and main 
steam systems did not exceed 110% of the design 

oressures.  

'The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable 
with regard to a possible 

seizure oi a rotor or brcak of a shaft of 
a reactor coolant pump.  

. REFERENCES 
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November 1976.  
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Director, NRR, to NRR Staff" 'Issue No. 22), 

J.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
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Flow Coastdown after Loss of Reactor 

Coolant Pump," 
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73 , Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 

August 1970.  
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

STANDARD EVW PLM-.V
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SECTION 15.4.8 SPECTRUM OF ROD EJECTION ACCIDENTS (PWR) 

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES 

Primary - Core Performance Branch (CPB) 

Secondary - Accident Analysis Branch (AAB) 

AREAS OF REVIEW 

The CPB evaluates the consequences of a control rod ejection accident in the area of 

physics. The review covers tne possible initial conditions, rod patterns and worths, 

scram worth as a function of time, adequacy of the various reactivity coefficients, 

adequacy of the calculational methods, and any core parameters which affect the peak 

reactor pressure or the proDability of fuel pin failure.  

The AB reviews the relevant thermal-hydraulic analyses under SRP Section 4.4.  

The AAB reviews. as described in the appendix to this SRP section, the radiological 

conseouences of a rod ejection accident by using a source term for dose calculations 

based on the amount of failed fuel as obtained by CPB from the physics and thermal

hydraulic analyses.  

ICSB in SRP Sections 7.2 and 7.3 reviews the applicant's determination of the reactor 

trip delay time, i.e., the time elapsed between the instant the sensed parameter reaches 

the level for which protective action is reouired and the onset of negative reactivity 

insertion.  

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

Regulatory Guide 1.77 (Ref. 1) identifies acceptable analytical methods and assumptions 

that may be used in evaluating the consequences of a rod ejection accident. 
Two criteria 

are used by CPB in evaluating the rod ejection accident: 

1. Reactivity excursions should not result in a radially averaged enthalpy greater than 

280 cal/gm at any axial location in any fuel rod.  

2. The maximum reactor pressure during any portion of the assumed transient 
should be 

less than the value that will cause stresses to exceed the "Service Limit C" as 

defined in the ASME Code (Ref. 2).  

USNRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN 

Standard review plans are prepared for the guidence of the Office of Nuclear Resetor Regulation taff oretosa ebl for the revulw of ap licetions to construct and 

operate nuclear power plant. These documents are made dalable to the public a pabt tf omreglao y i for the Commissionl - aduatir and the 

goner.l public of regulatory proceduree end policies. Standard review place are nor ougetitutee for regulatory guidea or the Commission as regulations end 

nprince with them e net ar qured The standard review plan sectiona are keyed to Revision 2 of the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports 

for mNuclar Power Plants Net al sections of the Standard Format have a corresponding review plan, 

Prblishod standard review plane will be revred periodicali. as appropriate. to accommodate comments and to reflect new inftormation and experience 

Comments and suggestions for Imorovement will be considered and should be sent to the U.S Nucler Regulatory Commision.Office of Nuclear Reactor 

Regulation Washington, DC 206A 

Rev. 1
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The fission product inventory in the fuel rods calculated to experience a departure from 

qucieate boiling (DNB) condition is an input to the radiological evaluation by AAB. The 

radiological criteria used in the evaluation of rod ejection accidents (PWRs) are given 

in Appendix B-of Regulatory Guide 1.77 (Ref. 1).  

III. REVIEW PROCEDURES 

1. Review of the applicant's analyses, showing that the first of the acceptance criteria 

above is met, proceeds as follows: 

a. A spectrum of initial conditions is considered, which must include both zero

power and full-power conditions, at beginning and end of fuel lifetime (BOL 

and EOL), to assure examination of upper bounds on possible fuel damage. Initial 

full-power conditions should include the uncertainties in the calorimetric 

measurement of power.  

b. From the initial conditions of (a) and from control rod patterns, the limiting 

rod worth is determined. Where confirmation is considered necessary the 

reviewer may calculate, as an audit, the worth of limiting rods.  

c. Reactivity coefficient values corresoonding to the limiting initial conditions 

must be used at the beginning of the transient. The reviewer checks the 

reactivity coefficient curves used by the applicant with those reviewed by the 

CPB under SRP Section 4.3. The two coefficients of most interest are the 

Doppler and moderator coefficients. If no three-dimensional space-time calcula

tion is performed, the reactivity feedback must be conservatively weighted 
to 

account for the variation in the missing dimension(s).  

d. The reviewer inspects the control rod insertion assumptions which include: 

trip parameters, trip delay time, rod velocity curve, and differential rod 

worth. Trip parameters and delay time are covered under SRP Section 7.2 by 

ICSB. Rod worth is checked by the reviewer for consistency with the review 

performed under SRP Section 4.3.  

e. The applicant's analytical methods are reviewed. The reviewer may use the 

results of previous case work, if the analytical methods have been 
previously 

reviewed and approved by the staff. Otherwise he must perform a complete 

review on this case. Alternatively an audit of several calculations, using 

methods considered acceotable to the staff, may be done by the reviewer (or 

consultants to the staff). The primary concern of the reviewer is how well the 

analytical model elements represent the true three-dimensional problem. Other 

items checked by the reviewer include feedback mechanisms, number of delayed 

neutron groups, two-dimensional representation of fuel element distribution, 

primary flow treatment, and scram inout.  
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f Results of the calculations done uy prncenures d in stens a-e are 

expressed as values of the radial lv-averaged fuel rod Pintrylipy (in units of 

cal/gm). The reviewer determines that the maximum value does not exceed 

280 cal/gm.  

2. Verification of compliance with the second acceptance criterion is accomplished as 

follows: 

a. The same procedures considered in steps a-f above are followed.  

b. For each accident, the transient primary system pressure should be 
calculated 

by an analytical method acceptable to the staff or, as before, an independent 

audit calculation is made by the staff. The reviewer checks the results (as 

obtained by the applicant or the staff) for compliance with the second criterion.  

3. The number of fuel rods experiencing clad failure is determined (for use in evaluating 

the radiological consequences) by the following procedure: 

a. The reviewer determines that an acceptable procedure for calculating 
a departure 

from nucleate boiling condition during the reactivity excursion 
has been used.  

This may be done by referring to orevious cases for the same nuclear steam 

supply system (NSSS) vendor. If no aporoved technique is available, as might 

be the case for the first project using a new or substantially revised model, 

the reviewer must perform a separate detailed review (which may be 
documented 

separately in a topical report).  

b. The reviewer must determine that the number of rods used in the radiological 

evaluation is tne number of rods calculated to have a departure from nucleate 

boiling. Departure from nucleate boiling must oe calculate, in accordance 

with the criteria reviewed and accepted by the AB under SRP Section 4.4.  

Typically, the criterion defines a departure from nucleate boiling 
ratio 

(DNBR) less than 1.30 when DNB correlations such as W-3 (Ref. 3) or BAW-2 

(Ref. 4) are used.  

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS 

Tne reviewer verifies that sufficient information has been provided and his review 

supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staff's safety 

evaluation report: 

"The staff has evaluated the applicant's analysis of the assumed rod ejection 

accident and finds the assumptions, calculation techniques, and consequences acceptable.  

Since the calculations resulted in peak fuel enthalpies less than 280 cal/gm, 

prompt fuel rupture with consequent rapid heat transfer to the coolant from finely 

dispersed molten U02 was assumed not to occur. The pressure surge was, therefore,
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calculated on the basis of conventional heat transfer from the fuel and resulted in 

i pressure increase oelow "Service Limit C" (as defined in Section III, "Nuclear 

Power Plant Components." of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code) for Lhe 

maximum rod worths assumed. The staff believes that the calculations contain 

sufficient conservatism, both in the initial assumptions and in the analytical 

models, to ensure that primary system integrity will be maintained." 

V. REFERENCES 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.77, "Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection 

Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors." 

ASME Boiler ana Pressure Vessel Code, Section II. "Nuclear Power Plant Components.' 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.  

3. L. S. Tong, "Prediction of Departure from Nucleate Boiling for an Axially Non

Jniform Heat Flux Distribution," Jour. Nuclear Energy, Vol. 21, 241-248 (1967).  

J. S. Gellerstedt, R. A. Lee. W. J. Oberjohn, R. H. Wilson, and L. J. Stanek, 

"Correlatiorr of Critical Heat Flux in a Bundle Cooled by Pressurized Water." in 

"Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer in Rod Bundles," American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers. New York (1969). (See also BAW-10000 and BAW-10036.)
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APPENDIX

STANDARD REVIEW PLAN 15.4.8 

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEOUENCES OF 
CONTROL ROD EJECTION ACCIDENT (PWR) 

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES 

Primary - Accident Analysis Branch (AAB) 

Secondary - Core Performance Branch (CPB) 
Site Analysis Branch (SAB) 

1. AREAS OF REVIEW 

The AAB review under this appendix covers the following areas: 

1. The plant resoonse to a control rod ejection accident.  

2. The calculation of whole body and thyroid doses at the exclusion area boundary and 

low DoDulation zone outer boundary due to the releases resulting from a rod ejection 

accident.  

The purooses of the review are to assure that the plant procedures for recovery from a rod 

ejection accident and the olant technical specifications are properly taken into account in 

comouting the whole body and thyroid doses at the nearest exclusion area boundary 
and low 

Doulation zone (LPZ) outer boundary, and to compare the calculated aoses against the appro

priate guidelines.  

The physics and thermal-nydraulic aspects of the accident are reviewed by CPB. Verificatior 

of the applicant's calculations of tne number of fuel pins experiencing oeparture from nucleata 

boiling (DNB) and the amount of fuel reaching the clad melting temperature is obtained from 

the CPS.  

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

The plant is considered adequately designed against a rod ejection 
accident at the construction 

permit stage, and the primary-secondary system leakage approoriately limited, if calculations 

snow that the resulting doses at the nearest exclusion area boundary are on the order of 150 

rem to the thyroid and 20 rem to the whole body, or less, for the first two hours after the 

accident, and 150 rem thyroid and 20 rem whole body, or less, for the course of accident at 

0 the LPZ outer boundary. Higher doses may be acceptable at the operating license (OL) review 

stage, up to the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. Technical soecifications should be set to 

assure that the doses resulting from a rod ejection accident are limited to the guideline 

values.  

III. REVIEW PROCEDURES 

The reviewer selects and emphasizes aspects of the areas covered by this apoendix as may be 

appropriate for a particular case. The judgment on areas given attention and enonasis 
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in the review is based on an inspection of the material presented to see whether it is similar 

71 toat recently reviewed on otner olants and whether items of special safety significance 

ire involved.  

The Aetailed review of the radiological consecuences of a rod ejection accident is done at 

OL stagie when system parameters and accident analysis results are fully developed. At the 

s ,tage, the reviewer estimates the doses from the rod ejection accident based on results 

r:' ;imilar plants that have been recently reviewed.  

7e AAB review of tne rod ejection accident at the OL stage covers the following tooics: 

Z. ele3se of the radioisotooes to the environment via the containment building.  

Release of radioisotooes to the environment Througn the seconaary system.  

3. Calculation of resulting doses.  

,'sical plant parameters, such as the sceam generator steaming rates, are reviewed to 

lsc:ertain tneir conservdtis;-.  

Ryi'ulatory Guide 1.77 (Ref. 2) shiuld be used as a guide in tne analysis of the accident.  

The release of radioisotopes througn the secondary system should be analyzed independently 

Dy means of a digital comcpuer code. Comouter codes are currentl/ under cevelooment within 

' RC. Documentation will be OUDlished in a NUREG report. in t"e analysis of this accident, 

a loss of offsite power is assumed. It is also assumed that nuciides released to the primary 

coolant due to any fuel failures or melting (this information is obtained from the CPB) are 

instan-aneously and uniformly mixed in the coolant at the time of the accident. For releases 

via the containment building, Requlatory Guide 1.77 recommends that 100% of the noble gases 

and 5 of the iodires contained in the fuel which is estimated to reach initiation of melting 

be available for release from the containment. For releases through the secondary system, 

100' of the noble gases and 50% of the iodines contained in the fuel which is estimated to 

reacn initiation of melting are assumed to be released to the primary coolant.  

The SAB orovides the reviewer with the distance to the nearest boundary of the exclusion 

rea, one 3ccident (5 percentile) wind speed and X/Q, and the 0-8 hr and 8-24 hr X/Q values 

it the outer boundary of the LPZ. These X/Q values are used to estimate the consequences 

of releases from the containment and the consequences at the LPZ outer boundary of releases 

friom the secondary system. The X/Q value for calculating the two-nour dose at the nearest 

-in.:lusion area boundary from the releases through the secondary system is obtained from 

-eiatory Guide 1.5 (Ref. 2) and corrected for wind soeeds differing from I m/sec (inverse 

ratio). A breathing rate of 3.47x10
4 m3/sec is used in calculating the thyroid doses for 

the first S hours after the accident, from 3 to 24 hours, a breathing rate of 1.75x10
4 

nV sec is used.  

Sinh the resultng coses in case of an actual accident would be a comoosite of the doses 

ed or releases via the cofiainment building and througn the secondary system, oth 

- a ' : *= *.- - . If eithier dose aooroaches the limit, calculation of reoresentative 

*t e c *ns:i dt -d (the AAB branch chief should be consulted).  
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If the doses resulting from the releases through the secondary system exceed the limits 

s:ecified in Section II above, the technical :ecification limit on primary-secondary system 

leakaae is reduced accordingly. If the do'e.s r' sulti fre' the otial rr 

the primary containment exceed the specified limits, Vie presture s_.pJoilnt or M: :.' 

of the containment sprays may have to oe reduced to obtain credit for spray removal of the 

fission products.  

The physics and thermal-hydraulic aspects of 
the acciaent are reviewed by the CPB. Verifi

cation of the applicant's calculations of the number of fuel pins reaching DNB and the amount 

of fuel reaching the fuel melting temperature are obtained (and documented by 
buckslip) from 

the CPB. It is important to note that the fuel melting temperature criterion used for release 

of large fractions of fission gases corresponds to the initiation of melting as opposed to 

tne 230 cal/gm used as a criterion by the CPB for core disruotion.  

IV. EVALUATION FINDINGS 

Tne reviewer verifies that sufficient information has been provided and that the review and 

calculations supDort conclusions such as the following, to be included with the CPB findings 

in the staff's safety evaluation report at the operating 
license stage: 

"The consequences of the rod ejection accident have been evaluated, and the design of 

the olant has been found to assure that the recovery from the accident is sufficiently 

rapid and effective to limit the activity releases. 
The evaluation of radiological 

consequences has been oerformed using tne recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.77, 

the computer code . ana a conservative descriotion of the plant response to 

the accident. The calculated doses are presented in Table 
. Technical 

sDecification limits on primary-secondary coolant leakage assure 
that the potential 

doses are well within 10 CFR Part 100 exposure guidelines." 

At tne construction permit stage the following oaragraph is 
included with tne CPS findings 

in toe staff's safety evaluation report: 

"On tne basis of our exoerience with the evaluation of the control rod ejection accident 

for PWR plants, we have estiamted the doses from this accident to be on the order 

of _rem to the thyroid and rem to the whole body at the nearest 

boundary of the exclusion area. If a reevaluation of this accident at the operating 

license stage results in dose estimates that exceed the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, 

appropriate limits on orimary-secondary leakage and the setDoint 
for containment spray 

actuation will be set." 

V. REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria." 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, "Assumotions Used for Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident 

for Pressurized Water Reactors." 

3. Regulatory Guide 1.5, "Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological 

Consequences of a Steam Line Break Accident for 
Boiling Water Reactors." 
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DIRECTORATE OF REGULATORY STANDARDS 

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.77 

ASSUMPTIONS USED FOR EVALUATING A CONTROL ROD 

EJECTION ACCIDENT FOR PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS

A. INTRODUCTION 

Section 50.34, "Contents of applications: technical 

information," of 10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Pro

duction and Utilization Facilities," requires that each 

application for a construction permit or operating 

license provide an analysis and evaluation of the design 

and performance of structures, systems, and components 

of the facility with the objective of assessing the 

potential risk to public health and safety resulting from 

operation of the facility. General Design Criterion 28.  

"Reactivity Limits." of Appendix A. "General Design 

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." to 10 CFR Part 50.  

reouires the reactivity control system to be designed 

with appropriate limits on the potential amount and rate 

of reactivity increase to assure that the effects of 

postulated reactivity accidents can neither result in 

damage to the reactor coolant pressure boundary greater 

than limited local yielding nor sufficiently disturb the 

core, its support structures. or other reactor pressure 

vessel internals to impair significantly the capability to 

cool the core. General Design Criterion 28 also requires 

that these postulated reactivity accidents include con

sideration of the rod ejection accident unless such an 

accident is prevented by positive means.  

This guide identifies acceptable analytical methods 

and assumptions that may be used in evaluating the 

consequences of a rod ejection accident in uranium 

oxide-fueled pressurized water reactors (PWRs). In some 

cases. unusual site characteristics. plant design features.  

or other factors may require different assumptions 

which will be considered on an individual basis. The 

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has been 

consulted concerning this guide and has concurred in the 

regulatory position.  
B. DISCUSSION 

The rate at which reactivity can be inserted into the 

core of a uranium oxide-fueled water-cooled power

reactor is normally limited by the design of the control 

rod system to a value well below that which would result 

in serious damage to the reactor system. However, a 

postulated failure of the control rod system provides the 

potential for a relatively high rate of reactivity insertion 

which, if large enough, could cause a prompt power 

burst. For U02 fuel, a large fraction of this generated 

nuclear energy is stored momentarily in the fuel and 

then released to the rest of the system. If the fuel energy 

densities were high enough, there would exist the 

potential for prompt rupture of fuel pins and the 

consequent rapid heat transfer to the water from finely 

dispersed molten U02 . Prompt fuel element rupture is 

defined herein as a rapid increase in internal fuel rod 

pressure due to extensive fuel melting, followed by rapid 

fragmentation and dispersal of fuel cladding into the 

coolant. This is accompanied by the conversion of 

nuclear energy, deposited as overpower heat in the fuel 

and in the coolant, to mechanical energy which, in 

sufficient quantity. could conceivably disarrange the 

reactor core or breach the primary system.  

The Regulatory staff has reviewed the available 

experimental information concerning fuel failure thresh

olds. In general. failure consequences for UO. have been 

insianificant below, 300 cal!g for both irradiated and 

unirradiated fuel rods. Therefore. a calculated rniia:l 

average energy density of 280 calig at any axia: fuei 

location in any fuel rod as a result of a postulated rod 

election accident provides a conservative maximu~m limit 

to ensure that core damaze will be minimal and that 

both short-term and long-term core cooling capabilit 

will not be impaired.  

For the postulated control rod ejection accident, a 

mechanical failure of a control rod mechanism housing is 

assumed such that the reactor coolant systein pressure 

would eject the control rod and drive shaft to the full\ 

withdrawn position.
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A sufficient number of initial reactor states to 
completely bracket all possible operational conditions of 
interest should be analyzed to assure examination of 
upper bounds on ultimate damage. In areis of uncer
taintv. the appropriate minimum or maximum para
meters relative to nominal or expected values should be 
used to assure a conservative evaluation. The initial 
reactor states should include consideration of at least the 
following: 

Zero power (hot standby) - Beginning of Life (BOL) 
and End of Life (EOL); 

Low power - BOL and EOL; 
Full.power - BOL and EOL.  

The effects of the loss of primary system integrity 
as a result of the failed control rod housing should be 
included in the analysis. It should also be shown that 
failure of one control rod housing will not lead to failure 
of other control rod housings.  

The approach that should be used in the radiological 
analysis of a control rod ejection accident is to deter
mine the amount of each gaseous radionuclide released 
to the primary containment and. with this information 
in coniunction with the procedures set forth in 
Appendix B of this guide. to determine the radiolozical

consequences of this accident for a pressurized water 
reactor.  

C. REGULATORY POSITION 

Acceptable assumptions and evaluation models for 
analyzing a rod ejection accident in PWRs are presented 
in Appendices A (Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics) and 
B (Radiological Assumptions) of this guide. By use of 
these appendices, it should be shown that: 

1. Reactivity excursions will not result in a radial 
average fuel enthalpy greater than 280 cal/g at any axial 
location in any fuel rod.  

2. Maximum reactor pressure during any portion of 
the assumed transient will be less than the value that will 
cause stresses to exceed the Emergency Condition stress 
limits as defined in Section III of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code.' 

3. Offsite dose consequences will be well within the 
guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. "Reactor Site Criteria." 

Cories may be obtained from the American Society of 
Mechanial Lnmineers. Lnined Enineeriny Center. 345 East 47th 
Street. Neil NYork. New York 1C01 7.
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APPENDIX A 

PHYSICS AND THERMAL-HYDRAULICS

The assumptions described below should be applied 
in evaluating the physics and thermal-hydraulic behavior 
of the reactor system for a control rod ejection accident.  

1. The ejected rod worth should be calculated based 
on the maximum worth rod resulting from the following 
conditions: (a) all control banks at positions corres
ponding to values for maximum allowable bank inser
tions at a given power level and (b) additional fully or 
partially inserted misaligned or inoperable rod or rods if 
allowed by operating procedures. Sufficient parametric 
studies should be performed to determine the worth of 
the most reactive control rod in each rod group for 
different control rod configurations, both expected and 
unexpected. The worth of single rods in rod groups 
should be evaluated during startup physics tests and 
compared with values used in the rod ejection analysis.  
The accident should be reanalyzed if the rod worths 
used in the initial analysis are found to be noncon
servative. Calculated rod worths should be increased, if 
necessary, to account for calculational uncertainties in 
parameters such as neutron cross sections and power 
asymmetries due to xenon oscillations.  

2. The reactivity insertion rate due to an ejected rod 
should be determined from differential control rod 
worth curves and calculated transient rod position versus 
time curves. If differential rod worth curves are not 
available for the reactor state of interest, conservatism 
should be included in the calculation of reactivity 
insertion through consideration of the nonlinearity In 
reactivity addition as the rod passes through the active 
core. The rate of ejection should be calculated based on 
the maximum pressure differential and the weight and 
cross-sectional area of the control rod and drive shaft, 
assuming no pressure barrier restriction.  

3. The calculation of effective delayed neutron frac
tion (eff) and prompt neutron lifetime (2*) should be 
based on the well-known definitions resulting from per.  
turbation theory, such as those described by Henry (Ref.  
1), using available experimental delayed neutron data 
and averaging by the fraction of fission in the various 
fissionable materials. In cases where the accident is quite 
sensitive to Seff (where the ejected rod worth Weff), the 
minimum calculated value for the Oven reactor state 
should be used. For smaller transients, conservatism in 
the value should include consideration of not only the 
initial power rise (which increases with decreasing 0), but 
also the power reduction after the trip. Similar con.  
siderations should also be applied to determine an 
appropriately conservative value of 2* to be used.  

4. The initial reactor coolant pressure, core inlet 
temperature, and flow rate used In the analysis should be 
conservatively chosen with respect to their influence or.

the magnitude of the transient. Pressure and temperature 
are mainly significant with respect to their effect on the 
amount of reactivity inserted if there exists a positive 
moderator coefficient.  

5. The fuel thermal properties such as-fuel-clad gap 
heat transfer coefficient and fuel thermal conductivity 
should be conservatively chosen, depending upon the 
transient phenomenon being investigated. For conditions 
of a zero or positive moderator coefficient (usually at 
beginning of life), for example, high heat transfer 
parameters would reduce the Doppler feedback and 
increase any positive moderator feedback effects and 
hence tend to increase the magnitude of the reactivity 
transient. For a negative moderator coefficient, high 
heat transfer parameters could cause the magnitude of 
the transient to decrease if a given quantity of heat 
produces more feedback in the moderator than in the 
fuel. In the consideration of pressure pulses which may 
be generated, high moderator heating rates could cause 
significant pressure gradients to develop in the moder
ator channels. In computing the average enthalpy of the 
hottest fuel pellet during the excursion for power cases, 
low heat transfer would be conservative.  

6. The specific heat of U02 has been determined 
experimentally and is a deterministic factor in the 
calculated amount of stored energy (enthalpy) in the 
fuel. Recommended values in the range of 25 to 9020 C 
are the data reported by Moore and Kelly (Ref. 2). In 
the range of 900 to 28420 C, the data obtained by Hein 
and Flagella (Ref. 3), Leibowitz, Mishler, and Chasanov 
(Ref. 4), and Chasanov (Ref. 5) are recommended for 
the heat capacity of the fuel. These recommended values 
are for clean core conditions. Possible variation in the 
specific heat due to bumup should be investigated and 
appropriate values used, if necessary.  

7. The moderator reactivity coefficients due to voids, 
coolant pressure changes, and coolant temperature 
changes should be calculated based on the various 
assumed conditions of the fuel and moderator using 
standard transport and diffusion theory codes. If no 
three-dimensional space-time kinetics calculation is per
formed, the reactivity feedback due to these coefficients 
should be conservatively weighted to account for the 
variation in their spatial importance In the missing 
dimension(s). If boric acid shim is used in the moder
ator, the highest boron concentration corresponding to 
the initial reactor state should be assumed.  

8. The Doppler coefficient should be calculated based 
on the effective resonance integrals and should include 
corrections for pin shadowing (Dancoff correction).  
Calculations of the Doppler coefficient of reactivity 
should be based on and should compare conscrvativs'y
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with available experimental data such as those of Hell

strand (Ref. 6). Since the Doppler coefficient reflects the 

chance in ractivity as a function of fuel temperature, 

uncertainties in predicting fuel temperatures at different 

power levels should be reflected by conservatism in the 

applied value of the Doppler coefficient. If no three

dimensional space-time kinetics calculation is performed, 

the reactivity effect of spatially weighting the core 

average temperature rise in both the axial and radial 

directions should be calculated.  

9. Control rod reactivity insertion during trip versus 

time should be obtained by combining the differential 

rod worth curve with a rod velocity curve based on 

maximum design limit values for scram insertion times.  

If the rod worth curve (reactivity vs. depth of insertion) 
is not obtained from a "true" representation (i.e., an x, 

y, z, t or an r, z, t calculation), the conservatism of the 

approximate calculation should be shown. The dif

ference in the depth of insertion at zero power and at 

full power should be accounted for in calculating the 

available scram reactivity.  

10. The reactor trip delay time. or the amount of time 
whuih elaoses betwkeen the instant the sensed parameter 

(e g . pressure or neutron flux) reaches the level for 

wAhich protectise action is required and the onset of 

necaive reactivity insertion, should be based on maxi

mum values of the following: (a) time required for 

instrument channel to produce a signal. (b) time for the 

trip breaker to open. (c) time for the coil to release the 

rods, and (d) time required before scram rods enter the 

core if the tios lie above the core-reflector interface.  

I1. The computer code used for calculating the tran

sient should be a coupled thermal, hydrodynamic, and 

nuclear model with the following capabilities: (a) incor

puration of all major reactivity feedback mechanisms.  
(b) at least six delayed neutron groups. (c) both axial 

and radial scementation of the fuel element. (d) coolant 

flov provision. and (c) control rod scram initiation on 

either .oolant si stem pressure or neutron flux.  

12. The analytical models and computer codes used 

should be documcnted and justified and the con

servatism of the models and codes should be evaluated 

both o cmnparison with expcrinent. as available. and 

with more sophisticated spatial kinetics codes. In par

ticular. the importance of two- or three-dimensional flux

characteristics and changes in flux shapes should be 
investigated, and the coi-ervatism of the flux shapes 
used for reactivity input and feedback, peak energy 

deposition. total energy, and gross heat transfer to the 

coolant should be evaluated. Also, sensitivity studies on 

variations of the Doppler effect, power distribution, fuel 

element heat transfer parameters, and other relevant 

parameters should be included.  

13. The pressure surge should be calculated on the basis 

of conventional heat transfer from the fuel, a conserva

tive metal-water reaction threshold, and prompt heat 

generation in the coolant to determine the variation of 

heat flux with time and the volume surge. The volume 

surge should then be used in the calculation of the 

pressure transient, taking into account fluid transport in 

the system, heat transfer to the steam generators, and 

the action of the pressurizer relief and safety valves. No 

credit should be taken for the possible pressure reduc

tion caused by the assumed failure of the control rod 

pressure housing.  

14. The number of fuel rods experiencing clad failure 

should be calculated and used to obtain the amount of 

contained fission product inventory released to the 

reactor coolant system. It should be assumed that clad 

failure occurs if the heat flux equals or exceeds the value 

corresponding to the onset of the transition from 

nucleate to film boiling (DNB). or for other appropriate 

causes.  

The margin to DNB is expressed in terms of a 

departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR). The 

DNBR at any position in the hottest channel is the ratio 

of the DNB heat flux to the actual heat flux. The DNB 

heat flux should be evaluated using correlations based on 

recognized studies and experimental heat transfer DNB 

data. A minimum DNBR should be determined from the 

evaluation of the experimental data to ensure a 957 

probability with a 957 confidence level that DNB ha.  

not occurred for the fuel clement being esaluated. One 

example of a correlation which has been used to date is 

given by. Tong (Ref. 7). The use of this correlation and the 

above probabilities and confidence level yields a mini

mum DNBR of 1.30. Other DNB or clad failure 

correlations may be used if the\ are adequatels justified 

by analytical methods and supported by sufficient 

experimental data.
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U0 2 enthalpy data measured by five different 
investigators were fitted to a theoretically based 
equation from room temperature to the melting 
point. The equation can be used to calculate en
thalpy, and differentiated to obtain heat capacity 
in this temperature range. Two of the constants 
in the equation are related to properties of the 
U0 2 lattice.

I. INTRODUCTION

The enthalpy of U02 has been measured using 
drop calorimetry by many different investigators 
from room temperature to its melting point. In 
some cases experimenters have reported the ex
perimental enthalpy-temperature data,'- 6 while in 
others only an equation fitted over the range of the 
data has been reported.7- 9 Even when the ob
served data are reported, in experimenter gener
ally fits his data to some function of temperature.  
This function serves to smooth and interpolate the 
data, or as is occasionally done to extrapolate the 
data outside the temperature range of the mea
surements. The most common functions used are 
polynomials in temperature and inverse tempera
ture.  

In applications, the equations representing the 
enthalpy as a function of temperature are often 
differentiated to obtain the heat capacity. This is 
necessary because, for example, heat transfer 
schemes used in computer codes usually require 
the heat capacity to be supplied. When the heat ca
pacity curves for U02 derived from the fits of en
thalpy as a function of temperature are compared 
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in a temperature range where they overlap, signi
ficant differences in the heat capacity (-100o) and 
its curvature are found.6 ' 8 If these heat capacity 
functions are extrapolated outside the range where 
they were fit, very large differences can be found.  
This phenomenon is due to the different functional 
forms used by the various experimenters to fit 
their data, and the magnification of error in the 
slope (heat capacity) of a fitted function (en
thalpy).10,11 

The purpose of this work is to fit the published 
U0 2 enthalpy data to one equation which can be 
used from 2980K to the melting point (-31200 K).  
The ideal equation would 

1. represent the enthalpy data within experi
mental error 

2. be easy to evaluate 

3. when differentiated present a physically 
meaningful form for the heat capacity over 
the entire temperature range.  

Initial work with polynomial and spline functions 
was followed by the use of a more theoretically 
based function, which ultimately was chosen as 
best meeting these objectives.  

Section II briefly describes the enthalpy data 
used, and Sec. III discusses the equations ex
amined and the constraints applied to them. Sec
tion IV presents the results with an estimate of 
the uncertainty in the calculated values and a dis
cussion of the theoretical significance of two of 
the constants in the equation.  

II. ENTHALPY DATA 

The enthalpy data used for the least-squares 
fits were obtained from five sources. Table I lists 
the temperature range and number of data points
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TABLE I 

U0 2 Enthalpy Data Sources 

Number 
Temp of Data 

Reference Range (*K) Points 

Moore and Kelley' 483 to 1462 14 
Ogard and Leary2 ,3  1338 to 2303 13 
Hein, Sjodahl, and Szwarc' 1174 to 3107 31 
Liebowitz, Mishler, and Chasanov' 2557 to 3083 12 
Frederickson and Chasanov' 675 to 1434 24 

from each investigator. All temperatures were 
reported in degrees Kelvin, and all enthalpies 
were reported as cal/mole relative to 298*K, i.e., 
H(T) - H(298), where H(T) is the enthalpy (cal/ 
mole) at T(oK).  

Moore and Kelley' measured the enthalpy of 
one specimen of U02. They did not report enthalpy 
measurements on standard materials in the same 
apparatus, nor did they report any verification of 
the stoichiometry of their specimen aside from a 
measured uranium content.  

Ogard and Leary 2,3 measured the enthalpy of 
two specimens of U02 . The specimens were char
acterized by chemical analysis and a lattice 
parameter measurement which indicated stoichi
ometric U02 . Enthalpy measurements of a-Al20s 
were also made in the same apparatus.  

Hein, Sjodahl, and Szwarc4 measured the en
thalpy of two specimens of U02 . The O/U ratio 
measured before and after the enthalpy measure
ments was 2.003 ± 0.003 by chemical analysis.  
The enthalpies of sapphire and tungsten were de
termined concurrently with the U02 measurements 
but these data were not reported.  

Leibowitz, Mishler, and Chasanovs measured 
the enthalpy of U02 which was characterized by 
chemical analysis (O/U = 2.015) and lattice pa
rameter measurement. Specimens were heated to 
look for lattice parameter changes and tungsten 
(capsule material) solubility. No enthalpy mea
surements on standard materials were reported at 
any temperature. (In the temperature range 
covered by this investigation no accurate stan
dards exist.) 

Frederickson and Chasanov6 measured the en
thalpy of two specimens of UO2 with an O/U ratio 
of 2.005. Enthalpy measurements were made on 
sapphire before and after the U02 measurements.  

Two questions that arise about these data are 
(a) whether they should be combined, and (b) if 
they are combined whether any of the sets should 
be weighted relative to others. The only evident 
difference among the specimens is a variation in 
stoichiometry which was not deemed large enough
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to preclude a combined treatment. An examination 
of the data indicates some systematic differences 
among the various investigators. For example, 
the measurements of Moore and Kelley are 1 to 
2% greater than those of Frederickson and Chasa
nov in the temperature range from 700 to 1000*K, 
even though the internal precision of both sets of 
data is better than 1%. Since Moore and Kelley did 
not report A1203 data, a further comparison is not 
possible. At 14000K, the low temperature data of 
Ogard and Leary are 1 to 2% greater than the high 
temperature data of Frederickson and Chasanov.  
In this case, both investigators reported the en
thalpy of AlO 3, and their calculated values are 
within 0.2% at 1300 and 1400 0K. Based on the in
formation available it does not seem possible to 
determine whether these 'systematic differences 
are mainly related to differences in the specimens 
or whether they are due to the use of different 
apparatus. For the least-squares fits it was de
cided not to preferentially weight any experimen
ters data more than the others. Thus each 
measurement was given equal significance.  

III. EQUATIONS 

The form of the equation sought is

H(T) - H(298) = AH(T) = F(T;IP) , (1)

where the P are parameters whose values are 
chosen by the least-squares procedure. The range 
of T of interest is from 298,K to the melting point 
(-31200K). Irrespective of the form of F, certain 
constraints are necessary or desirable. Since 
AH(298) = 0, we expect F(298;Pi) = 6 for any choice 
of the P, . A second constraint that is desirable, 
but not necessary, is fixing Cp(T) a (dAH/dT) at 
T = 2980K. It is possible to allow the least
squares procedure to determine Cp(298) but this 
ignores a body of independent measurements of 
Cp(T) at low temperatures. 2", 3 Also, the data 
fitted here are quite sparse below 700'K which 
would result in a poor determination of Cp(298).  
For these reasons Cp(298) was fixed, and the value 
chosen by the IAEA in 1965 was used; Cp(298) = 
15.2 cal/moleoK.  

A least-squares fit where each data point is 
equally weighted assumes the variance of the de
pendent variable is constant over the range of the 
data. Some initial fits were done this way, but an 
examination of the deviation (observed-calculated 
enthalpy) plots indicated that the magnitude of the 
deviations increased with increasing temperature 
(or enthalpy). Further examination showed that 
the percentage deviations were of the same mag
nitude over the entire range. Experimentally this 
would relate to the experimental error being ap
proximately a constant percentage of the enthalpy 
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where 0 is the Einstein temperature and K1, K 2 , 
and K3 are constants. Since the data to be fitted 
are enthalpy data, the heat capacity function must 
be integrated. This results in 

AH(T) = f2 Cp(T) dT = K1 9 {[exp(O/T) - 1]-' 

-[exp(9/298) - ]1"'} + K2 (T2 - 2982)

over the range of data. Since -this is a reasonable 
experimental situation, and the data scatter seems 
to substantiate it, further fits were performed 
using weighting factors proportional to the recip
rocal of the square of the enthalpy. In practice 
this amounts to minimizing the sum of the squares 
of the percentage deviations.  

Initially polynomial and spline functions were 
fit to the data since they are easy to evaluate.  
Both types of functions provided an adequate fit of 
the enthalpy-temperature data but when differen
tiated to obtain the heat capacity-temperature 
function, the results were less pleasing. In par
ticular the heat capacity curve exhibited a maxi
mum near 2800 to 3000K, decreasing with 
increasing temperatures beyond this point. Al
though many substances with heat capacity peaks 
are known, the physical processes postulated for 
U02 do not predict this phenomenon.", Rather 
than try to restrict the behavior of empirical 
functions, a more theoretically based function was 
sought.  

The general shape of the heat capacity curve 
was similar for all the polynomial and spline fits.  
Below -14000K the curve looked like the Cp of a 
traditional solid, but above this temperature Cp 
increased very rapidly. Prior to the rapid rise, 
the heat capacity should be represented by Cp = 
C, + CE, where C,, is the heat capacity at constant 
volume which is generally given by the Debye 
function, and CE = (Cp - C,,) = a' VT/ti, where a = 

1/V(aV/8T),, 7 =-1/V(aV/aP)T, P is the pressure, 
and V is the molar volume.' Rather than use the 
Debye function to represent C,,, it was decided to 
use the Einstein function since the Einstein func
tion is more easily evaluated and does represent 
C, data away from the low temperature region. To 
approximate CE, the expansion contribution, we 
assumed CE proportional to T.  

The reason for the rapid rise in the heat ca
pacity of U02 at high temperatures has been dis
cussed by a number of authors who have attributed 
it to defect formation in the U02 lattice.' 5 ," The 
excess heat capacity associated with defect for
mation, CD, can be written as 

A 
CD (T) = 7 exp(-ED/R T) , (2) 

where ED is the energy of formation of a defect 
and A is a constant.' 6 

The total heat capacity can be written as the 
sum of C', CE, and CD, 

Cp(T) = K, 02exp(/T)L + 2K 2 T 
T 2 exp(9/T) - 1]2 

K3ED 
+KWT exp (-ED/R T) ,(3) 

RT 
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(4)

where the constants 6, ED, Ki, and K 2, and K3 are 
to be determined by least-squares fitting. It 
should be pointed out that Eq. (4) is only an ap
proximation to the integral since the term due to 
the evaluation of the integral of CD at the lower 
limit (298"K) was dropped as a simplification be
cause its contribution to AH(T) was expected to be 
very small. The actual contribution of this term 
is on the order of 10"' cal/mole with the final 
values of K, and ED, so that its neglect is justi
fiable.  

Equation (4) as written constrains AH(298) to 
be zero (to the order described above), but Cp(298) 
is not fixed. From Eq. (3) we have (neglecting CD) 

Cp(298) = 2 + 2 (298) K2  
(298)2 [exp(9/298) - 112 

or 

(298)2 [Cp(298) - 2(298) K2] [exp(9/298) - 132 

K2 exp(9/298) 

(5) 

as a relation between K, and K2 necessary for the 
calculated heat capacity at 298*K to be Cp(298).  
Thus Eq. (4) with the constraint required by Eq.  
(5) must be least-squares fitted to the enthalpy
temperature data. There are five parameters in 
Eq. (4) but the constraint of Eq. (5) relates two of 
the parameters so that there are four free param
eters to be determined by the least-squares fit
ting.  

IV. RESULTS 

Equation (4) was least-squares fitted to the 
enthalpy-temperature data described in Sec. I.  
Table II lists the values of the constants calcula
ted by the least-squares program.e Figure I 
shows a plot of the enthalpy data as a function of 
temperature along with the calculated curve. Fig
ure 2 shows a plot of the actual and percentage 
deviations of the data from the calculated curve.  
The systematic differences between the various 
sets of data are evident from this plot. The maxi
mum deviation of the data from the calculated 
curve was 2.7%.  

Figure 3 shows a plot of the heat capacity, cal
culated from Eq. (3), as a function of temperature.  
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In addition, curves of measured heat capacity from 
three different sources are shown for compari
son",",". None of these data were used in the 
least-squares fit. The agreement between the heat 
capacity calculated from this fit and the heat ca
pacity measurements below 1000*K is very good.  
The U0 2 .00 curve of Affortit and Marcon is from 
4% (at 16000 K) to 22% (at 30000 K) below that ob
tained here.  

A useful result of this work would be the as
signment of a statistically derived uncertainty or 
confidence limits in the calculated enthalpy and 
heat capacity values. One can carry out the cal
culation but in this case the result would be de
ceiving. One of the major assumptions necessary 

TABLE II 

Constants in Eqs. (3) and (4) 

Standard 
Constant Units Value Deviation 

a 'K 535.285 8.86 
Eo kcal/mole 37.6946 2.39 
Ki cal/mole *K 19.1450 
K2  cal/mole *K' 7.84733 x 10 ' 1.38 x 10-4 
K3 cal/mole 5.64373 x 106 2.04 x 106

MOORE AND KELLEY 
o OGARD AND LEARY 

&HEIN. SJODAHL AND SZWARC 70 LEIOWITZ, MISHLER AND CHASANOV 
o FREDRICKSON AND CHASANOV 
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Fig. 1. Enthalpy of U0 2 as a function of temperature.

1000 1400 1800 2200 2600 3000 
TEMPERATURE, oK

Fig. 2. Deviations and percentage deviations of mea
sured enthalpy from the calculated curve. Data 
point legend shown on Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 3. Heat capacity of U0 2 as a function of tempera
ture.  
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to obtain a meaningful statistical uncertainty in a 
fitted curve or its derivitive is that the deviations 
of the data from the curve (or the percentage 
deviation as used here) are normally distributed. 9 

Due to the systematic differences between the 
various sets of data (see Fig. 2), the actual distri
bution is bimodal rather than normal. Confidence 
limits based on such data can only be considered 
as order of magnitude estimates. Table IIl lists 
95% confidence limits (±2 standard deviations) 
calculated for the smoothed values of enthalpy and 
heat capacity." The limits at 298 0 K are zero 
since both AH(298) and Cp(298) were fixed.  

The main objective of this work was to gener
ate an equation for the enthalpy and heat capacity, 
not to estimate parameters of the U0 2 lattice. But 
the equation used has some theoretical basis, in 
particular the parameters 0 and ED. The Einstein 
temperature (535*K) obtained here compares very 
well with the value of 542"K calculated for the 
oxygen sublattice by the IAEA panel' 4 from neu
tron diffraction data. This is in line with the esti
mate that the major contribution to the lattice heat 
capacity above 300*K comes from the oxygen sub
lattice. The form of the excess heat capacity due 
to defect formation, Eq. (2), follows the work of 
Affortit and Marcon,16 and Szwarc. 5 The value of 
ED obtained here (37.7 kcal/mole) is in good 
agreement with the values obtained by Affortit and 
Marcon16 from their heat capacity data; 38.4 kcal/ 
mole for U02 .00 , and 32.8 kcal/mole for UO 2 .04* 
Szwarc' 5 estimated 2 ED using a portion of the data 
treated here and obtained 71.3 to 72.5 kcal/mole.  
The implications of this estimate were discussed 
by Szwarc.s 

TABLE III 

Smoothed Enthalpy and Heat Capacity 
Confidence Limits 

95% Confidence Limits, 
Temp 
('K) Enthalpy Heat Capacity 

298 0 0 
500 ±0.5% ±2% 

1000 ±0.5% ±2% 
1500 ±0.5% ±2% 
2000 ±0.5% ±2% 
2500 ±0.5% ±3% 
3000 ±0.7% ±6% 
3100 ±1% ±10% 

a±2 standard deviations.  
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APPENDIX 4. INPUT DESCRIPTION FOR YAEC MODIFIED CHIC-KIN CODE 

The following input description replaces the previous format described 
in 

the original documentation. As before, each input field begins in Column 9.  

Columns 1-8 are reserved for identification only and are not used by CHIC

KIN. The number of values allowed per card is indicated in parentheses 

next to the card number. When more values are desired than are allowed 

per card, then that card may be repeated. The format of the values is 

indicated below the column numbers.  

New variables that do not appear in the original CHIC-KIN code documentation, 

WAPD-TM-479/1965, are indicated by an asterisk (*).  

WAPD-TM-479 should be referred to for CHIC-KIN discussions on theory and 

calculational procedure.  

Table A is the input file for a CHIC-KIN average-channel calculation for 

the rod-ejection accident. The location of new input variables is indicated.  

Table B is the corresponding hot-channel input file, indicating the new 

input variables.  

Differences between "average" and "hot" channel calculations are discussed 

in Section II.D of this report.
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CHIC-KIN Input Format for YAEC Modified Version

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 100 

*Col. 1-80 TITLL Alphanumeric description 
to be printed at each 
time step edit

Card 101 (8) 

Col. 9-10 
(12) 

Col. 11 

Col. 12-14 
(13) 

Col. 15 

Col. 16-18 
(13) 

Col. 19

INDG Transient type: 
0 = mass velocity forced 
1 = pressure drop forced

Typically, use 0 for 
average-channel transients; 
use 1 for hot-channel 
transients.

Blank

JMAX Number of axial sections, 
2 < JMAX < 20

Recommended value is >10.

Blank

IMAX Maximum number of radial 
nodes allowed 
(default = 10), 
2 < IMAX < 10

Recommended value is 10.

Blank
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Variable 
Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

QZROCol. 20-27 
(E8.5)

Col. 28

Initial reference level 
of hgat gen ration 
(*10 Btu/ft -hr)

Computation: 
qo = (#MW-rated)(3.413 Btu/hr-MW) 

(1 + r ) * Veore 

where r = direct heating 
fraction, coolant.

Blank

Col. 29-36 
(E8.5) 

Col. 37 

Col. 38-39 
(12) 

Col. 40 

Col. 41-42 
(12) 

Col. 43 

*Col. 44-45 
i (12) 

Col. 46 

*Col. 47-56 

(F10.2)

DELTL Minimum allowable time 
step. A lower limit 
on program-supplied 
time steps

sec See Eq. 5.3 of 
When Card 102, 
see Sec. III.A

WAPD-TM-749.  
NQ3 = -01, 
of WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

LEDNG Steady-state mass velocity 
vs. pressure drop curve: 
0 = No, 1 = Yes

See Card 470.

Blank

NCYL Fuel element geometry, 
0 = plate, 1 = cylinder

See Sec. II.C of WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

LFLAGQ Radial heat generation 
option, 
0 = uniform profile 

specified by code 
1 = nonuniform profile 

specified by user

Typically, for rod-ejections use 
0 for average-channel; use 1 
for hot-channel and average

channel and hot-channel 
loss-of-flow calculations. When 

1 is used, Card 410 must be 

consistent with Card 101 
IMAX value.

Blank

BU Input fuel burnup MW-D/Mt-U Fuel burnup affects the melting 
point calchlation in MATPRO's 

PHYPRO subroutine. The decrease 

in melting point temperature used 

in MATPRO-10 is -560F for 
every 10,000 MW-D/Mt-U. See 

Section IV.A of this report.
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-~I -M M* MW -u "- 1" go on '-

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 102 (11)

Col. 9-11 
(13) 

Col. 12 

Col. 13-15 
(13) 

Col. 16 

Col. 17-19 
(13)

Col. 20

NGO

NHI

NHE

No. of mass velocity or 
pressure drop pairs: 
2 < no. of pairs < 30

Blank

No. of enthalpy pairs: 
2 < no. of pairs < 30

Blank

No. of exit enthalpy 
pairs: 
2 < no. of pairs < 30

Blank

Col. 21-23 
(13)

Col. 24

NQ3 Heat generation forcing 
function: if forced by 
a specified function of 
time, 2 < NQ3 < 30, where 
NQ3 = numbers of pairs; 
if kinetics-forced, 
NQ3 = -01

Average-channel is kinetics 
forced. Hot-channel is 
power-table forced. If 
NQ3 = -01, FN is applied to xy 
core-average power response 
as in Table V-3 of this 
report. See also Sec.  
II.D.3b(3) and Sec.  
II.D.2c(2) of this report 
for general discussion.

Blank

APP. 4-4
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Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name

Col. 25-26 
(12) 

Col. 27 

Col. 28-30 
(13)

Col. 31

NDT

Description Units

No. of suggestedAt table 
triplets (maximum of 5 
triplets)

User Notes 

See Card 103.

Blank

NPT No. of system pressure 
pairs, 2 < no. of pairs 
< 30 (NPT = + 00 for 
constant pressure)

Blank

*Col. 32-34 
(13) 

Col. 35 

*Col. 36-37 
(12) 

Col. 38

NVERG No. of convergence tests 
to be made on the 
steady-state temperature 
profile

NVERG = 10 is recommended 
for a loF convergence.  
See Card 440, CVERG.

Blank

ISSOPT Frequency of printout of 
heat capacity, 
conductivity, and 
temperature during 
steady-state temperature 
convergence tests.  
(ISSOPT = No. of tests 

per printout)

For verification only.

Blank
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Om WD ----

' Source File 

Variable 
Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

*Col. 39-40 
(12) 

Col. 41 

*Col. 42-43 
(12) 

Col. 44 

Col. 45-46 
(12)

ITRNOPT Frequency of printout of 
heat capacity and 
conductivity during 
transient (ITRNOPT = No.  
of time step edits per 
printout of heat capacity 
and conductivity)

For verification only.

Blank

NEL No. of temperature vs.  
enthalpy pairs to be used 
in fuel enthalpy 
calculation 
if NEL=O, the fit 
equation will be used

max. value) (is 50
Use NEL = 0 if max. fuel 
temp. is less than melting 
pt, about 5150 0F.  
Otherwise, use interpolation 
table based on Appendix 3 
of this report.

Blank

INDIC Indicator controlling 
additional input 
parameters (see Card 432)

Default value of 0 is 
recommended. If nonzero 

value desired, use Card 432.

APP. 4-6



-M Ot -0 qM 0 ," 'M 0

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes
Card 103 (3)

(Card 103 is repeated NDT times)

Suggested At sec Actual calculational time 
step varies between 
TIMTBL(1) and Card 101 
DELTL,

Blank

Col. 19-21 
- (13)

TIMTBL(2)

Col. 22

Col. 23-31 
(E9.5)

No. of At's per printout

Blank

TIMTBL(3) Interval end time, the 
interval end time on the 
last of these cards will 
be the problem end time

Card 200 (7)

Initial relative power 
level

PHU must coincide with 
.with Card 101, qO.  
See Eq. 2.22 of 
WAPD-TM-749.

APP. 4-7

TIMTBL(1)Col. 9-17 
(E9.5)

Col. 18

Col. 9-16 
(E8.5)

sec

N/NO 
= q 3 (t=0)

PHU



M"'~~r -0'0 O,40 0 ,2 W NI

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Blank

DKZOCol. 18-25 
(E8.5)

Col. 26

Initial reactivity step

Blank

Col. 27-34 
(E8.5) 

Col. 35 

Col. 36-37 
(12) 

Col. 38 

Col. 39-41 
(13) 

Col. 42 

Col. 43-45 
(13)

* EL

NP

NDK

Prompt neutron life 
time 

Blank 

No. of precursor groups 
(1 < NP < 7) 

Blank 

No. of reactivity vs.  
time pairs

sec

See Card 210.

Blank

NK

Col. 46

NDEKCol. 47-49 
(13)

No. of reactivity vs.  
% density pairs 

Blank 

No. of reactivity vs.  
fuel temperature pairs

NOTE: All remaining input values will be 

in the format "E8.5"

APP. 4-8

Col. 17

AK/K, 
decimal 
fraction



- - - m - - ~ - m - m

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 201 (6) 

Col. 9-16 

Col. 17 

Col. 18-25 

Col. 26

XX(1) 

XX(2)

Normalized precursor 
concentration, delayed 
group (1) 

Blank 

Normalized precursor 
concentration, delayed 
group (2) 

Blank

Normalized precursor 
concentration, delayed 
group (NP)

Card 203 (6) 

Col. 9-16 

Col. 17 

Col. 18-25

BATA(1) 

BATA(2)

Effective neutron 
fraction, delayed 
group (1) 

Blank 

Effective neutron 
fraction, delayed 
group (2)

APP. 4-9

XX(NP)



MM M M - s sm -m Ma M "

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Blank

BATA(NP) Effective neutron 
fraction, delayed 
group (NP)

Card 205 (6)

FLAM(l)

Col. 17

FLAM(NP)

Decay constant, delayed 
group (1)

Blank

Decay constant, delayed 
group (NP)

sec-1

Card 210 (6)

(Reactivity input table, repeat Card 210 for 

every 3 pairs)

Reactivity s K/K Must correspond to 
desired scram curve 
representation with 
appropriate delay times.

APP. 4-10

Col. 26

Col. 9-16

Col. 9-17 DKRD(1)



- - m

Col. 18 

Col. 19-26 

Col. 27 

Col. 28-35 

Col. 36 

Col. 37-44 

Col. 45 

Col. 46-53 

Col. 54 

Col. 55-62 

Card 240 (6) 

Col. 9-16

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name 

DKRD(2)

DKRD(3) 

DKRD(4) 

DKRD(5) 

DKRD(6) 

ALFA(l)

Description Units 

Blank 

Variable (time, % density sec, %, 
or fuel temperature) or OF

User Notes

Blank 

Reactivity 

Blank 

Variable 

Blank 

Reactivity 

Blank 

Variable

Axial reactivity 
weighting coefficient, 
where

See Eq. 3.31 of 
WAPD-TM-749.

ALFA(j) = 1.0

APP. 4-11

J 

j=0



MIN -"I- - -o mo - -II M1 " 'a

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Blank

Col. 18-25 ALFA(2)

ALFA 
(JMAX+l)

Axial reactivity 
weighting coefficient 

Final reactivity 
weighting coefficient

Card 250 (3) 

Col. 9-16 

Col. 17 

Col. 18-25

Col. 26

ALFAT Pure temperature 
coefficient

Blank

ALFAX Plate expansion 
coefficient (fractional 
change in channel 
thickness per OF change 
in fuel temperature)

Blank

Col. 27-34 RHORE Reference density for 
reactivity vs. density 
table (if zero, channel 
inlet density will be 

used)

lbm/ ft
3

Use 0 if Card 200, 
NK = 0.

APP. 4-12

Col. 17

Use 0.

n\K/K-OF-1

OF-1 I



-a me - M MOmem

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 300 (6)

Table of heat generation vs. time; omit this 
card if kinetics-forced; repeat this card for 
every 3 pairs in the table

Time dependent part of 
the total heat generation 
function

See Eq. 2.22 of 
WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

Col. 18-25 Q3T(2)

Q3T 
(2*NQ3-1) 

Q3T(2*NQ3)

Time, (sec) corresponding 
to Q3T 

Time dependent heat 
generation 
Time, corresponding to 
Q3T

Card 310 (6)

Table of inlet of exit plenum enthalpy; 
repeat this card for every 3 pairs of 
enthalpy vs. time

See Sec. III-B, 
Eqs. 3.1 and 3.3 of 
WAPD TM-749.

Col. 9-16 H or HE HIT or HET Inlet or exit enthalpy

APP. 4-13

Col. 9-16 Q3T(1)

Col. 17



-W-W- -mom-

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Blank

Col. 18-25 

Col. 26

HITT or 
HETT

HIT or HET

Time, corresponding to 
HIT or HET 

Blank 

Inlet or exit enthalpy 

Blank 

Time, corresponding to 
HIT or HET

Card 330 (6)

Table of either inlet mass flow (106 

lb/ft 2-hr) or pressure drop (normalized to 

initial value) vs. time; repeat this card 

for every 3 pairs of GOT or DPT vs. time

Col. 9-16 

Col. 17 

Col. 18-25

G0 or/NP GOT or DPT

GOTT or 
DPTT

Flow rate or pressure 
drop

Blank 

Time

106 lb/hr-ft
2 

or psid

sec

APP. 4-14

Col. 17



M M M W IM M MM MI"M M W W M

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Blank

Col. 27-34 GOT or DPT Flow rate or pressure 
drop

Card 340 (6)

Table of system pressure vs. time; omit this 

card if system pressure is constant; repeat 
this card for every 3 pairs

DPT

Col. 18-25

Col. 27-34

DPTT

DPT

System pressure

Blank 

Time 

Blank

System pressure

psia

seC

psia

NOTE: The-last value of time in each time-dependent 
profile must be greater than the problem end 
time on Card 103

APP. 4-15

Col. 26

Col. 9-16

Col. 17

Col. 26



MM Me-MMM MWm m M M

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 400 (6)

SV 1 Channel length

Col. 18-25

Col. 26

SV2 Plate half-thickness or 
rod radius, must 
correspond to NCYL on 
Card 101

Blank

Col. 27-34

Col. 35

Col. 36-43

Col. 44

SV4

SV3 Channel half-thickness 
from the surface to point 
of symmetry (for plates) 
or ratio of flow area to 
heated perimeter for rods

in See Eq. 5.4 in 
WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

Hydraulic diameter of 
water channel

in
MYC-47, p. 18.

Blank

*Col. 45-52

Col. 53

*Col. 54-61

SV5 Clad thickness

Blank

SV6 Fuel meat thickness

APP. 4-16

Col. 9-16

Col. 17 Blank

in

in

in

in



meN m meM e MMMMM-m MM

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units

Card 401 (4)

ZI Signed length associated 
with inlet plenum or pipe

in

User Notes 

In general,cards 401, 
402, and 460 pntries 
must correspond to a 
calibrated condition of 
channel A P and flow

Blank

Col. 18-25

Col. 26

Col. 27-34 

Col. 35 

Col. 36-43

DHI

CK

Hydraulic diameter of 
inlet plenum or pipe

Blank

Inlet loss coefficient 
for channel

in See, for example, 
MYC-3, p. 31.  

See, for example, 
MYC-47, p. 18.

Blank

ARI Ratio of flow area in 
channel to inlet flow 
area

See, for example, 
MYC-4, p. 21.

Card 402 (4)

Same parameters as in Card 401 but using exit 
instead of inlet plenum 

Radial heat generation profile; if LFLAGQ=O, 
the variable FRQ is the first and only value 
on this card

See p. 39, item (2.), of 

WAPD-TM-749

See Eq. 2.22 in 
WAPD-TM-749.  
See LEFLAGQ of Card 101.

APP. 4-17

Col. 9-16

Col. 17

Card 410 (5)



- Me MGm-mM

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Col. 17

QlX(IMAX)

Radial heat generation 
in node 1 

Blank 

Radial heat generation in 
node IMAX

Fraction of heat 
generated in water

See Eq. 2.23 and Eq. 5.1 
of WAPD-TM-749.

Card 420 (5)

First value of axial heat 

generation profile

Typically, a design axial 
power shape is used for 
hot-channel calculations 
(see Table 14.2-2 of MY 
FSAR for example).  
Uniform profile assumed 
for average-channel 
(pt. kinetics) 
calculations.

Blank

Q2Z(JMAX+1) Final value of axial heat 
generation profile

APP. 4-18

Col. 9-16 QlX(l)

r FRQ

Q2Z(1)Col. 9-16 

Col. 17



Mee MM am= M--mmMM-

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 430 (6) 

Col. 9-16 

Col. 17 

Col. 18-25 

Col. 26 

Col. 27-34 

Col. 35 

Col. 36-43 

Col. 44 

Col. 45-52 

Col. 53 

Col. 54-61

L EXR(6) 

EXR(7) 

EXR(8) 

EXR(9) 

EXR(10) 

EXR(11)

CL 

kL 

G 

CG 

kG

Water viscosity, 
lb/ft-hr 

Blank 

Water specific heat, 
Btu/lb-oF 

Blank 

Water conductivity, 
Btu/hr-ft 0oF 

Blank 

Steam viscosity, 
lb/ft-hr 

Blank 

Steam specific heat, 
Btu/1boF 

Blank 

Steam conductivity, 
Btu/hr-ft-oF
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= M M- M = -M W M

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 431 (5)

Reactor pressure - any 
pressure between 1. and 
2400. psia. This 
pressure is only used 
if NPT=0

Blank

Col. 18-25

Col. 26

Col. 27-34

DNB EXR(4) Departure from nucleate 
boiling heat flux, 
Btu/hr-ft 2

Consideration must be 
to the effect of DNB' 
See Eq. 5.9 and Sec.  
II.D of WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

fr FRAC

Col. 35

Fraction of heat flux 
that goes into steam voids 
(see Figure 8 of 
WAPD-TM-479)

See Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 5.10 
of WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

Col. 36-43 T-
Col. 44

Col. 45-52

TA Bubble collapse time sec See Eq. 2.6 of WAPD-TM-749.

Blank

HMIN Minimum heat transfer 
coefficient (normally 
corresponds to the 
equivalent conduction 
solution), Btu/hr-ft2 _oF

See Eqs. 2.16, 2.17, 2.20 
of WAPD-TM-749.
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Col. 9-16 FRPOW

Col. 17



M M M M M MM M

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 432 (5) Empirical coefficients.  
See Eqs. in WAPD-TM-749.

(Omit this card if INDIC=O on Card 102)

Constant, Cl, in 
Equation (2.21) 
(Default: C1=0.2108)

Blank

Col. 18-25 

Col. 26 

Col. 27-34

C
2

EXR(13) Constant, C2, in 
Equation (2.21) 
(Default: C2=-0.2137)

Blank

C
3

EXR(14)

Col. 35

Col. 36-43

Col. 44

C7
EXR(18)

Constant, C3 , in 
Equation (2.16) 
(Default: C3=0.023) 

Blank 

Constant, C7 , in 
Equation (2.19) 
(Default: C7=10000.0)

Blank

Col. 45-52 C
8

EXR(19) Constant, C8 , in 
Equation (2.20) 
(Default: C8=0.023)
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Col. 9-16 Cl EXR(12)

Col. 17

I



inmm m m m - - m m m -

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 450 (2)

*Col. 9-16 

Col. 17 

*Col. 18-25

hgap CAPH CAP conductance used in 

mixed node thermal 
conductivity calculation

Btu/hr-ft2 _oF

Blank

CVERG Convergence criteria to 

be used in steady-state 
temperature convergence 
test, Texact 
Tcalculated

See Eq. V.A of this report.  
h must be chosen with gap 

regard to considerations 
of competitive feedback 
from Doppler and Moderator 
coefficients.  

Recommended value, 10F.  
See Card 102, NVERG.

Card 460 (2)

(omit this card if problem is mass flow forced)

DPSS Desired steady-state 
pressure drop

psid

Col. 17

Col. 18-25 G(t=0) GOO (1)

Blank 

A first estimate of the G 
which is thought to 
correspond tolNPss-- used 
to aid initial convergence

106 lb/ft2-hr

APP. 4-22

Col. 9-16 AP

O F



m M M M -M -M M MMM

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Card 470 (5)

(Omit this card if LEDNG = 0 on Card 101)

First value of G for 
steady-state mass 
velocity vs. pressure 
drop curve

106 lb/ft 2 -hr

Blank

Col. 18-25 GLDNG(2)

GLDNG( 10)

Second value of G for 
curve 

Tenth and final value of 
G for curve

*Card 480 (2)

Temperature vs. enthalpy table to be used for 
enthalpy calculation using array option (omit 
this card if NEL=O on Card 102; repeat this 
card NEL times)

Tempary(1)

See Appendix 3 of this 
report to construct 
interpolation table. Not 
necessary if maximum 
fuel temp. is 
< 5150oF.

Temperature in array; all 
values must be in 
ascending order, (OF)

APP. 4-23

Col. 9-16 GLDNG(1)

Col. 17

Col. 9-16



M M -WMM MMMMMMM ---

Source File 
Variable 

Symbol Name Description Units User Notes

Blank

Col. 18-25 Tempary(2) Enthalpy corresponding 
to temperature
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Col. 17



SAMPLE JOB FILE 

I 
I/NOSE0 REHT100,P4.  

USER,USERNAMEPASSWORDKYA.  ICHn RCE, uHnRG:E NE'.,*PROJECT NO.* 
PCOMMENT. USER MAY REPLACE "JOENAME" WITH INITIALS, ETC.  

COMMENT. SUBSTITUTE APPROPRIATELY FOR "USERNAME" AND "PASSWORD" 

COMMENT. SUSTITUTE APPROPRIATELY FOR "CHARGE NO." AND "PROJECT NO.' 
ROUTE, UTPUT, DEFDC=PR, UN=F'RNT1YA.  
HEADING. 1R. E.  

HEADTMO. HELFRICH 

1HEADING. PWR--TA 
HEADING. EXT. 2124 

ATTACH, CHICKIN-CKAGVAR.-( RPERMANENT YAEC SOFTWARE CONTROL 

_T,_CLFILElUN SCLIBYA.  I BEGIECHO, SCLFIL.E.  
CHICKINECHODAT,PL-15000.  

ENQUIREOPFA.  

I DAYFILE. 
.  

DAYFILE, 
CKDMVAR.  

REPLACECK0MVAR.  

IEXIT.  
ENQUIRE, OP=0.  
DAYFILE.  

DnYFILE CKEMVAR.  

RPFLnCE, CKEMVAR.  
/EOR 
/READ.CKIMAVE 

ICOMMENT. CKIMHOT MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR 
CKIMAVE, IF A 

COMMENT. CHIC-KIN HOT CHANNEL CALCULATION IG TO BE EXECUTED.  

COMMENT. CKIMAVE nND CKIMHOT ARE ILLUSTRATIVE FILE NAMES ONLY, 

COMMENT. TO DISTINOUISH BETWEEN THE TWO TYPES OF CnLCl..LATIONS.  

REnDY.



TABLE A 

MODIFIED CHIC-KIN CODE SAMPLE INPUT FOR AVERAGE CHANNEL CALCULATIONS 
101 +0 +10 +07 +270C4+2 +10000-4 +0 +1 +0 +0.

+02 +02 +02 -01 +3 +03 +10 
01000+00 +01 +30000+00 

+01000+00 +10 +20000+01 
+01000+00 +10 +^0000+01

1020PTS 

I.03A 

15 

200 
201 

212 

210D 

011 21 fi 

S0 

310 

250HP 010' oil 

A^ OA'7AY 

AC SOARlAY 

AC'OARlAY 

A '7OAFRAY 

'ISOARAY 1800RAY 

A C'OARAY 

READY.

+10000+1 
+ 10000+1 
+12446-3 
+01266+0 
+00000+0 
+17500-2 
-53000-3 
-- 56600-2 

-20170-1 
41^1820-2 
+00000+0 

t11910-1 
-25302-1 
s. 0500+0 
+. 1000+0 
-I'700-3 
+55220+3 

+24406+1 
+22500+4 
+13670+3 
+00000+0 
+00000+0 
+25610-1 
+10000+1 
+10000+1 
+10000+1 
+21300+0 
+22500+4 
512000+4, 

+32000+2 
+73900+3 
+14670+4 
+20770+4 
+26270+1 
+20950+4 
+35020+1 
+12670+4 
+44550+4 
+50660+4 
+51560+4 
+51570+4 
+54320+4 
+70000+4

+00000+0 
+10000+1 
+98851-3 
+03040+0 
+00000+0 
+!7000o0 
+23000+1 
+29000+1 
+33000+1 
+20000+3 
+52500+3 
+15000+q 

+, 1000+0 
+. 1000+0 
+. 1000+0 

+00000+0 
+00000+0 
+00000+0 

+00000+0 ±00000±0 
+22000+0 
+53220+0 
+532S0+0

+0 +0 11 +0

+6 +15 +00 +11 
+10000+1 +10000+1 
+17519-2 +64r7-3 
+319514 +0 1106+1 
+50000-1 
+19000+1 +o-1 L.1 

+25000+1 -3950-2 

+T0000+1 -37
+35000+1 5

1
600-1 

+30000+3 + 70 
+S0000+3 -6 '2-2 

+20000+4 -19
+35000+4 -32755-1 

+. 1000+0 +10+ 
1.1 ~ +1000+ 1 00

+26505-4 
+10000+1 
+87010-T 
+11960+0 
+23200-2 
+11200-2 
-22400--2 
--90800-2 
-54680-1 

+21750-2 
-37540-2 
-16728-1 
-2914-1 
+. 1000+0 
+. 1000+0 

+44964+2 
+75220+3 
;-62090+3 
+24 406+1 
+08000+4 
+1?336+0 
+6.2653+1 
+1015+2

+10000+1 
+21289--? 
+29893+1.  
+15000+1 
+21000+1 
+27000+1 
+23000+1 
+50000+1 

+10000+1 
+25000+4 
+40000+4 
+. 1000+0

+31000-1 +18500+0

10000+1 +10000+1 +10000+1 +10001 
+101 +10000+1 +10000f+ +0000+1

+15100+1 
+05000+7 
+100001 

+00000+0 
+24000+2 
+54000+2 
+30000+2 

+10500+3 
+12700+3 
+114000+ 
+19500+2: 
+22500+3-
+26200+:: 
+27000+2 
+336.00+3: 
+35000+.3 
+42500+3

+29800+0 +06 1 40+0 22000+1 +0&000+0 
*+10000--1 +10000--1 +20000+2 +0

+ 10000+2 

+ 0000+:: 
+10000+3 
+10000+2 
+532S0+0 
+10000+1 

10000+1

L_



TABLE 6 

MODIFIED CHIC-KIN CODE SAMPLE INPUT FOR HOT CHANNEL CALCULATIONS 
W01 +1 +10 +07 +27949+2 +10000-1 +0 +1 +0 40.

+10 +02 +02 +15 +3 +02 10 00 00 11 +0 
+50000-02 +40 +20000+01

1020PTS 
i 0-:3 

104 

10 

^ SOHORFY 

A 1^R(Y 1it2AY 
10RAY 

READY.  ?22~lA 

A22?Aw~ 

?Qs''nn 
A C' (1 

A 1 fl0 1 

A1 
4 420444( 

A 4CAF0~ 
"!1C0R1 
A 5'l/'fAV 

*110! 44 

120A fRflY 
REODRY

+10 +30000+01 
+10 +10000+01

+10000o-01 
+10000-01 
+158S4+1 
+7132+1 

+539t+1 
+:'/697+1 

o25310+0 
+55220+3 
+62090+3 
+10000+1 
+10045+1 
+10105+1 
+98t164+0 
+22500+4 
+13670+2 
+00000+0 
+00000+0 
+25640-1 
+10000+0 
"11000+1 

+35000+0 
+21300+0 
+22500+1 
+12000+4 
+26030+2 
+32000+2 
+73900+:3 
+146.70+4 
+20770+4 
-26270+1 
+30950+4 
+3502044 
-42670+4 
+16550+1 
+50660+4 
+51560+4 
+51570+4 
+5320+4 
+70000+4

+22137+1 
+71041+1 
454925+1 
+23106+1 
+22770+0 
+55220+3 
+62090+3 
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